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Greetings fro1n

President

To the Alumni and Fo rmer Students
of I. S. N. U.:
I am very happy to avail myself of this
opportunity to communicate with the several thousand persons who have at some
time been a vital p art of Illinois State
Normal University during the past years
of its interesting history. I count it a
real privilege to associate myself and my
interests in a genuinely pleasant undertaking, -that of cooperating with the
Alumni Association in its great program of stimulating, on the part of all
former students, a re-thinking and reliving of the days at Old Normal. Your
schoo l needs this interest and consideration on your part and we believe we have
a contribution to make to your busy
Jife,- a deepening interest in the cause
of education through a combinatio n of
your present interests with a kn owledge
of just what your school is accomplishing
as its part in the great program of ed ucation.
Every effort is b eing made to foster
an active alumni spirit. We are definitely and genuinely interested in you and
your interests. To enable us to prove thi s
pronounced sp irit of interest we want

GJairchild

yo u to come back for commencement this
year. W e have combined alumni and
commencement activities into the one day,
June seventh.
It is people, not buildings and equipment, that make for lasting values in life.
Removal of students and faculty, past
and present, would eliminate many of the
real values that it is hoped are to be
found in an educational institution. We
feel yo u can best assert your interest as
an active friend and alumnus of I. S. N.
U. by knowing just what your school is
doing as well as something of the activities of your classmates. Please read this
issue of the Quarterly, which reading we
hope will provide the "urge" to become
a regular reader of later issues you will
want to secure. T his in turn we hope
will lead you back to the campus of Old
Normal to greet o ld friends, make new
friends, and demonstrate to present stu•
dents the spirit of other years. T he door
o f the president's office stands open to
welcome all former students and I shall
consider it a p rivilege to meet and know
you.
Cordially yours,
R. W . Fairchild.
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The Deans Say •
AN OF THE UNIVERSITY
DE
f
h.
I have been aosfkeid sto Nsay
~wwls~nr~
lumn1
· · ·
to the a that in the midst of what may
assure you ou to be a long series of
appear. to ~ha~ges that have recently
disturbin! at the old school we are not
been ma. eht of the purpose for which
los!O!l s!gt 1,· on was established. I am
•
· conce~n.e• d
the 1nst1
1s
hat uthe new regime
sure 1 •th the establishment of policies
only J:ct harmony with the fund~mental
!n pe h I should govern the life and
1de~l..1 a of such an institution: the renacll_"111es f the greatest possible service
denng o
h
the commonwealt .
to Changes there have been, of _course.
institution serves a chang:ing so~i;~;rand hence must itself change to b_e
able 10 continue to render the service it
is designed 10 render. We wh_o are near
enough 10 observe the directing of the
t"vities of the old school under our new
a~:sident are convinced that the. future
~f the Illinois State Normal University
will in ·every way be worthy of her ltonorable past. Com~ and se~ for yourselves.
With cordial greeting,
H. H. Schroeder,
D ean of the University.

J

DEAN OF WOMEN
It is indeed a privilege to have been
accorded this opportunity to greet the
women graduates of the Illinois State
Normal University. The faces of many
of you come before me as I write. It
seems but yesterday since I passed you
in the halls, and saw you on the campus.
I should like to mention you by name as
memory evokes the pleasant associations
we had together. Now you a;·:e scattered
in many directions. China, Hawaii, California, Canada, as well as Illinois and
near-by states you now call home. Your
Alma Mater would g ladly welcome you
back wherever you are.
Were you to return you would find
many changes. Some of them would recall the losses we have suffered and
would bring you pain. Other changes
would give evidence of progress and adv_ancement, and would bring you satisfaction. Could you sense the fine spirit of
·he present student body, the cooperation

which exists between the administration,
faculty, and students you would have
confidence that the I. S. N. U. of today
is carrying on the traditions of the past
and upon a successful present is building
a future of promise.
In the name of your Alma Mater I
extend to you our best wishes and ask
that you continue your loyalty and interest in her, and ·extend to her your
active cooperation whenever opportunity
offers.
0. Lillian Barton,
Dean of Women.

DEAN OF MEN
It is a great pleasure for me to have
the opportunity to greet the alumni of
I. S. N . U. through the columns of the
Alumni Quarterly. I most cordially greet
all of you, but my special greeting is to
the men who have formerly attended
this institution.
At the beginning of this. new year I
wish first to greet you with heartiest
good wishes for your success during the
coming 1934 and to wish for your happiness through these accomplishments.
I trust that this year more than ever before, will be one in which you keep in
closer touch with the happenings at
Normal University, with a great desire
to assist it in every possible way better
to do the progressive work it is attempting for the teaching profession.
Not least among those changes which
are in evidence in all phases of activity,
are those which are taking place in the
field of education. From you, who are
actively engaged in teaching, can come
some of the most constructive suggestions
for improvement in the type of service
rendered by this University. Through
your active loyalty to Old Normal its
influence can be felt throughout the state
in ways that will mean much to your
Alma Mater. We solicit this loyalty.
I have enjoyed exceedingly greeting the
A lumni collectively. I shall enjoy much
more greeting you personally on the campus whenever you have the opportunity
to visit it. Come often. We welcome
you most cordially.
R. H. Linkins,
Dean of Men.
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To All I. S. N. U.
of one dollar a yea,
which includes also
Alumni :
your Al umni Asso.
At a meeting of
ciation membership
your executive staff
d ues.
with P resident FairOne of the great
child in December
we a cc o m plished
objectives for this
much for the rejuyear was to secure
from the adminislravenation of o u r
tion
department c,f
Alumni Association.
the university coopD r. Fairchild promerative aid in sendised upon h is elecing o ut one issue of
tion a one hundred
the Alumni Quarterper cent cooperation
ly to every alumnus
with the Alumni Aswhose fa i rly correct
sociation and he has
address is available.
kept his promise. He
We h a v e accomis not on ly a man
plished this objecof words, but a man
tive w ith this issue,
of action.
which comes to you
One great probthrough the cooperalem has been to get
tion of the university
the Alumni QuarterA.
C.
N
O
RTON,
'99
administ ration and
ly in the mail on a
the Al umni Associa•
reg u 1 a r schedule.
tion of Illinois State Normal University.
Now, through the cooperation of Dr.
We have in mind three definite outFai,child and Mr. Fletcher's printing decomes from this issue : first, we want to
partment, a definite schedule for our
boost the membership in the association:
publication has been made and from now
In this connection please keep in mind
on every effort w ill be made to have
last year's amendment to the by•
the Alumni Q uarterly in the mail by the
laws of the Alumni Association, which
fifteenth of the months of February,
provided that persons who have attended
May, August, and November. We plan
I. S. N. U. for one year are eligible to
to make it as regular as the coming of
membership in the association. Invite
other magazines to which you subscribe.
former students as well as graduates to
All we need now is your subscription

Pige Piv·e
ffBRUA.R'i, J9l4

.
Second, we ":'ant fto ·dgdet a more
-join us.
d longer ]1st o a resses _so
accurate
you in closer touch with
eeMater. Third, we want to
91e rnaY
your A]rna u a hearty response to the
0
urge uponffr class reunions. All of these
new plan
explained elsewhere 10 this
purposes aMiss Anna M. Blake, o ur
issue by.treasurer. In the words of . Mae..
secretary
.. orne up and see us some time.
west, C cutive staff, assisted greatly. by
T~e exe Fairchild, is doing everyth,~g
Pre~1dent er to rejuvenate our assoc,ain it\~~:ll such efforts will fall upon
11on,
ound unless you do your part
barre~uf rnernbership, your correct . adby Y d attendance as often as possible
.
dress, an
our class reunions.
still anxious to see more local
at
b a:rganized and affiliated with the
cl~t~er association. John T . Wilson, '99,
rn d an excellent effort to re-establish
rna e
I. K .
C
the Chicago Club; Soi: 11a atnna amenisch, ·o1, has promised to help ~11n
out this year. Mary Margaret Roach, 01,
mother of the Decatur Club, and J enrne
E. Wells, '01, are planning to make this
year's dinner a celebration of the tenth
anniversary of the club. Nora Carmody,
'25 and '27, will plan a luncheon or
dinner for the East St. Louis Club in
April at the time of the meeting of the
South Western Division of the Illinois
State Teachers Association .. T~ese division meetings and county 10st1tutes are
opportune occasions for such dinners or
luncheons. We need more such leaders
as these mentioned and I am sure we
have them among our alumni . Who will
be the next one to organize such a club
or plan an I. S. N. U . luncheon or
dinner?
The class of '99, the largest up to
that time,' had 86 members. It will celebrate its thirty-fifth anniversary this coming commencement week. Miss 0. Lillian
Barton, Dean o f Women, will have
charge of plans for this occasion.
In conclusion, let me urge you to cooperate fully in our efforts to make our
old school one that we shal I always be
proud to see at the head of the list of
such schools.
Yours truly,
A. C. Norton,
President I. S. N . U . A. A.

k

l

T? Alumni from the Alumni Association
Vice-President :
To all graduates and former students
of. "Old Normal," greetings and salutations. We hope that you are well and
at work, and that the spirit of I. S. N .

U. still lives within you. Space does not
permit me to recount the "ups" and
"downs" of the association. The wisdom
of such a recital is doubtful. The "ups"
have been few and of no great altitude;
the "downs" numerous and at times distressing. The great stimulant for those
who care is the unmistakable evidence
that loyalty to the old school still ex'ists.
True, the spirit is hesitant, perhaps even
dormant, but it lives none the less. U pon
this surviving spirit of an honorable
past we may build.
There is much to hope for in the days
to come. The character of the Quarterly
before you is tangible evidence of this.
Without the help of President Fairchild
it could never have reached you. He has
already shown himself alert· to help the
Alumni Association assume the position.
that it has long deserved to occupy.
I have never felt so optimistic about
the welfare of the Association as I do
at this moment. An Alumni revival is
long overdue. The signs are right for
one now. Keep in touch with events
back at Normal or you are going to miss
something important.
Thos. J. Lancaster,
Vice-President Alumni Assn.

From a Former Alumni President
As a former president of the Alumni
Association let me use this space to uro-e
all alumni to identify themselves with the
association by becoming members. The
association through its Quarterly is the
best agency to _bring you news of your
school because it considers its news from
the standpoint of alumni interests.
The Alumni officers and the editor of
the Quarterly do their share by planning
alumni meetings, gathering ne,vs for our
publication, and sending it to you. In
this ,vay you hear from your friends. the
members o f the faculty, and learn about
the doings of the school, all of which
prove interesting and satisfy the longing
for news of your Alma Mater.
G. F. Baltz, '00.

P roposed Revision to By-Laws
Pro posed revisions to the consti tution
and by-laws o f the Alumni Association
must be published in the February issue
of the Alumni Quarterly previous to thei r
presentation at the June meeting of the
association.
A. C. Norton, p resident of the Alumni
Association, appointed Anna M. Blake
and T. J. Lancaster a committee to
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study the constitutio n and by-laws and
submit any revisions they deemed advisable.
Their report follows:
Article III of the constitutio n deals
with membershi p. It is proposed to
amend this article to provide for the
membershi p of present and past faculty
members. With the revision this article
would read:
"All graduates of the Normal D epartment, of the T eachers College, of the
H igh School of I . S. N. U. graduating
previous to 1912, all persons who have
attended I. S. N . U. for at least one year,
and all former or present members of the
faculty of I. S. N. U. may become members
by complying with the provisions vf this
constitutio n and by-laws.
"Article IV, Section 2, of the constitution deals with the executive committee.
This article now provides that officers
of the Alumni Association, the editor
of the Alumni Q uarterly, and the chairmen of standing committees shall constitute the executive committee.
'"It is proposed to amend this section to
read : T hese officers, the editor of the
Alumni Quarterly, chairmen of standing
committees, one member of the sopbo-

more class who is a candidate .fo .
diploma from a two year course and ·t · a
member of the senior class, chdsen 0t
each school year in such manner as tit
classes shall _determine and to serve UQ~
a successor 1s chosen shall constitute .~
executive committee."
"''

C:

We're Sorry
In the November, 1933, Al
.
Quarterly a typographi cal error occ~
in the report of the meeting of
Chicago I. S. N. U. Club, held last :Mae
Those p resent were: M rs. Cora L. Sund y.
land, 314 S. Kilbourne Ave., Chica;rclass o~ '99; Miss Verna Anlinsen, 10:i
S. Kemlworth Ave., Oak Park, Illino·
class of '28; Mr. Daniel Hannon, 226 N"
3rd Ave., Maywood, Ill inois, class of'io:
and Mr. J ohn T . Wilson, 3250 Washing'
ton Blvd., Chicago, class of '99.
•
We_ apol ogize to Mr. Hannon for the
omission of b,s name and to Miss Ao.
finsen for t_he incor~ect address and year
of graduation, which appeared in · the
November Alumni Quarterly. Errors in
proof reading just will happen sometimes,
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q/ouR
A lu mni Association's Program
A Messageji-om the Alumni Secretary
!he cooperation o f the president and
business manager o f I. S. N. U.
ht telie executive committee o f the Alumwit
I poss,' bl e t h e sen d • A sociation has mace
1
~
\
this number of The Alumni Quar0
10~ to every one of you whose add ress
ter ~ow have or which, through your co:eeration, we are able to secure.. T hi_s is
u~dertaken with five purposes ,n mind.

f h

0 .

I. Membership in the Alumni Association
We want you to see what the publication of the Alumni Association o f our
Alma Mater is like, and we hope that
those of you who are not members w1IJ
wish to become members of the association.
You may be among th ose who heard
little or nothing of the association during
your student days here. W e hope to
bring the association to the attention of
our students while they are here in more
effective ways in the future.
You may
never have been appealed to since graduation to jo in the association. Lack of
funds has precluded drives for ntw members.
Be that as it may, past failures do not
preclude future successes. We can have a
large, active body of alu mni and former
students who not only hold dear the
memories of student days and the enduring friendships made then, but who also
value the opportunity to do their bit in
fostering an alumni association with its
face turned to the future . W e can build
an association which will lend prestige to
?ur Alma Mater, which w ill foster high
ideals of scholarship and of student life in
~eneral, and which will, through the
influence of its .members in their local
communities, attract outstanding students
to I. S. N. U .
. The membership clause o f the associat,on was amended at the annual meeting
111 June, 1933, to read as follows: "All
graduates of the No rmal Department, of
the Teachers College, of the High Schoo l
previous to 1912, and all persons who

have attended I. S. N. U . for at least one
year may become members by complying
with the provisions of this constitution
and by-laws." Many forme r students who
are not graduates are among the most
l oyal supporters of the school and of the
Alumni Quarterly, and, in admitting them
to membership, we are following the
e,rnmple of alumni associations in many
colleges. By an oversight present and
former members of the faculty were no t
named in the amendment. This will be
corrected in an amendment to b e voted
on in June, 1934.
This is the first opportun ity we have
had of notifying t hose of you who have
not seen the June, 1933, Quarterly that
undergraduates may become members. It
is impossible for us to notify all of them.
W e must depend upon you to pass the
word on to any elig ible undergraduates
of you r acquaintance and to in vite them
to membersh ip. Also many graduates
will not receive this message because we
do not have the ir correct addresses, and
therefore I am asking you to send to me
the addresses o f any alumni with whom
you are in touch. I have hope that you
will do this even though. you may think
that we have the add resses which you
know o r that someone else will send them.

II. The N ew Plan for Reunions
For several years we have wanted to
adopt the D ix plan of scheduling class
reunions. Th is is the first time we have
had the opportunity to put it before the
alumni and fo rmer students. The success
of the Dix plan is attested b y i ts adoption with some modifications by many
leading colleges and universit ies.
The sal ient feature of the plan is that
it b rings back several consecutive classes
each year, t hus making it possible for
t hose returning to meet more people who
we re in sch ool with them .
U ndergraduates as well as alumn i are
invited to return and spend as much time
as possible with us. The campus is as
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beautiful as ever. The new buildings
will interest you and the changes made
in the older ones to accommodate our
l arger enrollment indicate both the growth
and the needs of the school.
The chart on pages 18 and 19 will show
you the years when your class will meet in
reunion. However, any class may plan a
reunion of its members at any time. For
example, the class of '99 has plans made
for its reunion this year.
I shall be glad to assist any who wish
to organize a reunion at a time not
scheduled or who contemplate returning
and wish to meet other classmates, by
sending the names a·nd present addresses
of classmates in so far as we have them.
And furthermore, all of you are urged to
come back at any time, whether your
class is in meeting or not.
Alumn i and Commencement day this
year is Thursday, June 7. The program
is as follows:
Annual business meeting at 10 :30
A. M. in Capen Auditorium.
Class reunions, following the meeting,
in rooms to be assigned.
Luncheon at 12 :00 noon
Continuation of class reunions.
Commencement exercises at 3 :00 P. M.
It will help us in making plans if you
can let us know if you plan to attend
this year. I shall be glad to receive
luncheon reservations by June 5th.
III. I.S.N.U. Gatherings in Other Centers
I have thought for some time that our
alumni and former students living at a
distance f rom Illinois might be glad to
organize reunions of former Normalites
in their regions if they could be furnished
names and addresses of such people by
the school. I shall be glad to assigt in
compiling such data as our records afford,
but the school can have such data only
as you keep us inforl1)ed of changes of
names and addresses. In Los Angeles and
vicinity, for example, there are a goodly
number of our alumni and undergraduates,
and, if some of you there whom this
message reaches wish to take the initiative
we will be glad to co-operate.
IV. The School's Records of Its Alumni
Our Alma M ater wants to know where
her graduates are and what they are doing. For this the school must depend
upon every one of us. The last Alumni
Register was compiled by the school in
1927. The cost of repeating such an
undertaking is out of the question now,
and I am taking this opportunity to ask
all of you whom this message reaches to
send us the information asked for by

filling o ut the accompanying form. 1' .
is a loose sheet for your convenience. b11
V. News Items for The Alumni Quarter
Most of us do not seek to have ly
names and doings displayed in the Pub~r
p ress. ~ut I take i_t that an alumni p blt_c
cation 1s more l,ke the family le~ It.
which disseminate news of membe ters
the family and . of the happenings in r;h ~I
old home. We, as readers, want new Ctr
each other as well as of the school act ~I
ties, so please put modesty aside ands 1, 1.
us news items both now and at end
future time.
any
Your Part in Our Plans
We hope that you will want to join
in our efforts toward a bigger and bettus
alumni association. We need YDu Ber
we are no t_ unmindful of the present fin/t
eta! cond1t10n and ,ts effect on the inco nof teachers. The opportunity to set th:e
matters before you came to the asso/'
tion at this time and we accepted it.
you can not J01n now we shall be ·glad t
0
have you join later.
We hope that the Dix plan will a
complish for us what it has for oth;·
schools. Keep the schedule. Begin tr
plan now for your next reunion and ur 0
you_r classmate_s to join you here. Wr~:
us 1f you are m doubt as to the time
We need the information asked for ii
the school is to know where its alumn·
are and if the Alumni Quarterly is to b;
interesting to its readers. Will you be
prompt and generous m sendmg it? Be
assured that your response will be appre.
etated.
Read the commencement program for
this year and plan to spend as much of
commencement week as you can on the
campus. This is the first time that alumni
festivities and commencement have been
offered us in one day. The day is ours.
Let us make the most of it. Come early
and spend the day.
And for the first
time the president's reception to the seniors includes the alumni as well. Come
and catch the thrill that we felt when we
were sen iors. You will want to meet our
new president and to know that he is
interested in the alumni and former students and in the success of the undertakings of the association.
In closing may I say that the officers
of the Alumni Association will welcome
your reactions to its plans, and any sug•
gestions which you may have to offer at
any time.
Sincerely yours,
Anna M. Blake, '07
Secretary-Treasurer

'ii
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Xormal' s Part
in

the History of American Education
Contributed by C. A. Harper
AJJocialr! Pn,fnsur of Hi1tory

The history of education in America
ruly be written without the story
canno t t
.
N
U •
•
of the Jllinois State . o_rmaI mvers1ty.
I'd
than any other rnst1tut10n or agency
it::: the pattern for normal schools in
the seventies of the last century. It was
this time not only the mother of westat
· was. " orth o d ox" .f or
ern normals but 1t
teacher training i_n Ameuca,. In the nineties it Jed what ,s _perhaps the most significant movement rn the development of
American educational theory and practice.
The American He rbartian movement was
distinctly a contribution of the Illinois
State Normal University. The early years
of the twentieth century saw the rise of
teachers colleges. Here NormaJ's great
service was in keeping the newly developed teachers colleges true to the first

word in their titles. H ere again Normal
was perhaps the leader in holding these
new institution s in line with the normal
school ideals and in the avoidance of
aping the Literature and Arts colleges.
The determining influence in this leadership was the pra~matic vie~point and
stubborn individualism of David Felmley.
The decade 1850-1860 was one of tremendous expansion in Ill inois. The frontier scheme of things gave way quickly
to modern practices, attitudes, and ideals.
This was the decade of the coming of
the railroads, the r ise of towns, wide application of horse drawn farm machinery,
the lyceum, the beg inning of the expoitation of our coal resources, and the free
school law. It was the decade of the
telegraph, the metropolitan dai ly, the

In 1hc Fall of 1860 Classes Opened ;n the New Bui ld;ng. ( C',0urtcsy 19 )2 Index)
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traveling salesman, agricultural societies, By 1870 the Normal University was the
new problems of sanitation, and the temla rgest and best supported normal school
perance movement. lllinois was rapidly on this continent. Its president, Richard
becoming the greatest agricultural state Edwards, was first among normal scho~l
in the union, and laying with a rush the presidents_ and probably the foremost
foundations of the great industrial com- educator rn the land: Its proud position
monwealth.
in the State was an rnsp1rat1on and cha!.
Never was the dawn of a new era such lenge to the eastern normals. It had
a tangible thing. Illinois awoke to a arrived !
real i,ation of power and dignity. It was
The two decades between 1890 and
the day of vision and big ideas. The 1910 were in many ways the most sig.
founding of a Normal University was nificant in the whole history of educa.
one of the most outstanding achievements
tion in the United States. In this period
of the period. The very word Normal- Education became recognized by our uniUniversity gave birth to a new concept versities and colleges as coordinate in
in the way of educational institutions. It importance with law, medicine, and en.
contemplated a much wider scope than gineering. But far more important than
an ordinary normal school. It was to be this, there came to the elementary class.
a normal raised to the dignity, thorough- room teacher the consciousness that
ness, and maturity of a university.
,
The Illinois State Normal University science and philosophy "'.ere at work 00
was the first normal to be established in her problems. The practtCal teacher was
the M ississippi Valley and for an entire given for t he first time some ideas and
generntion it was the most importan t in- practices which dignified and profession.
stitution of higher learning in the State alized her work. The Herbartian moveof Jllinois. Not being overshadowed by ment really got into American education.
an older and well established state uniThe IIJinois State Normal University
versity and being founded on the crest was not only of first importance in the
of a wave of great expansion and prog- importation of Herbartianism from Gerress in Illinois, it was in a position to
many, but was the leader in translating
attempt great things. It was started unand reforming it into an American system
der the hopeful and expectant eyes of of educational thought and practice, in
an awakened people, who, perhaps, were supplying t he missionary zeal and crusadmore optimistic in regard to what public ing energy necessary to its acceptance by
education might do for all the people American educationalists, and in getting
than has been the case in any other large it into practical concrete form in the
group of people with the possible ex- hands of the classroom teacher of every
ception of Germany at the close of the cross-roads school. It would be difficult
Napoleonic p eriod or France in the new
to make a greater mistake than to believe
world of 1793.
that American Herbartianism was but an
Not as in Massachusetts was this nor- imitation of the German movement. It
mal school humble in its origin, estab- was more DeGarmo, the McMurrys, and
Van Liew than it was Herbart, Ziller,
lished under protest, and allowed to exist
only out of charitable sentiment. In and Rein. It came from Normal, IIJinois.
Illinois in contrast to Massachusetts, the Jena gave it merely a vocabulary and a
prestige.
normal school was not a plebeian thing,
an upper class gesture of philanthropy
I believe that the te,1chers college idea
to the poor and ignorant, being almost
owes a great debt to the Illinois State
a misnomer to speak of it as an educa- Normal University. It was to a certain
tional institution; but was a beacon of degree the prestige of this institution,
progress set up as the State's proud rec- her long history of educational leaderognition of the exal ted place of education ship in her own state, the national repu,
in a democracy.
tation of her former presidents, Edwards
With a place of dignity and prestige
and Cook, the fact that "Old Normal"
from the beginning, the IJlinois State was orthodox for normal schools of the
Normal University shouldered its regreat West, and most of all the aggre_ssponsibilities. It was anxious to justify
sive nature of her great president, David
th e faith of the State. Leadership was
Felmley, that placed the Jllinois State
expected to come from Normal in all
Normal University in a crucial posiuon
educational matters. Its president and
in the success of the teachers coJlege
faculty were looked to as authorities.
movement.
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c___-ATHLETICS
ou who greet us from afarTo. y I Time was when you and I
Greetings
d ·of happier d ays w h en t h ere'd
dreame to move on "Bossy Park" and
be rofom "subs" beyond the usual three
men or But that was then, an d now ' s
or four.
another day•
Thanks to the CW A and the moderate weather, things have been happen.
·nside the fence about McCormick
,ng i
k
h
I
field. When it became no:"n t at t 1e
government proposed to pro_vide labor fo_r
educational inst1tut10ns, P1es1dent _ Fa11•
child petitioned for a crew _to begin t~e
ork of leveling and extending Normals
:ihletic fields. Provisions for adeq'.1ate
ecreational space bad become a senous
r roblem. The growth of the university
iogether with the increase in male popu•
lation on the campus had created a demand for play areas out of proportion
to those available. The petition was
promptly granted and sixty men with
picks and shovels and a fleet of trucks
moved in and began the task of reshap•
ing McCormick Field.
When completed the entire enclosure
will be level with the present football
field and will provide space for two completely equipped football fields, a soccer
field, a new baseball diamond, several
playground ball diamonds, besides smaller

areas for many minor act1v1t1es. The
track is to be improved, too, by extending the present straight-away from a
trifle over one hundred yards to a full
two hundred twenty. The completion of
this project will give Normal one of the
best appoin ted track and field layouts in
Illinois.
As in other days,- despite the lack of
adequate space,-athletic teams drilled,
"Gym" classes met, and intra-mural contests enlivened every ridge and hollow
on the south campus. How well these
activities fared is best reflected in the
magnificent showing of the football and
cross-country teams and the increased participation in intra-mural activities by men
not o n varsity teams.
Normal chose wisely when she selected
H oward Hancock to direct the athletic
interests of her men. H e has proved
himself an able leader, a genial personality and a true friend .
In answer to his call, nearly one hundred
men repo rted for football, and the task
of sifting out a team for the opening
game with Valparaiso began. The time
was too short and t he opposition t.oo
great, however, and Normal lost by a
score of 26 to 0.
Thereafter the tide turned and in quick
succession DeKalb, Charleston, Eureka,
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I ll inois Military Academy, Carbondale,
and Macomb f elt the power of the Redbirds through defeat. It was an enviable
string of victories and a solidly united
team that scored them.
The final games with Wesleyan and
McKendree w ere Jost after a heroic
effort to maintain t he winning streak.
These games were not lost because of a
weakening of Normal's attack but because of a power advantage that could
not be overcome.
Throughout the season team spirit ran
high yet was kept well within the margin
of safety by such men as Co-captains
Tho mas Neill of Cherry and Stanley
Sleevar of Bloomington, Bill Kuhfuss of
Minier, Ed Raske of Oshkosh, Wiscons,n,
J3a rney Lewis o f Carrolton, Captainelect Harold D ennis of N orm al, Les Mur,ay of Normal, Fred Boll of Decatur,
Harvey Grimes of Roundout, D on Hildebrand of M a roa, Bill Staack of El Paso,
Bob Tipton of Fairbury, Jim Co llins of
Chatsworth, D on Smith of M o line, Les
Rutledge of Robinson, Marty Cahill of
Farmer C ity, Paul Custe r of Bloomington,
Pau l Mille r of Farmer City, Art Mi ller
of Atlanta, Bob C arroll of Chicago, Bill
Bennington of Bloomington, Emmett
J amieson of Maywood, Andy Ja bson of
Bloomington, H erb Adams of Nocmal,
J ohn Sheehan o f P eoria, and many o ti1e rs.
An outstanding even t of the season was
the presentati on, by Carter H a rris, of a
beautiful loving cup to Paul Custer of
Bloomington, who was vo ted by his
team-mates as the most valuable player to
the squad. The presentation was made
an event of the anmial football and cross
country b anquet which was held in Fel l
Hall aft er the culmination of the season.
The cross-country team, under t he able
direction of Coach Cogdal, again won the
State Cross-Country Championship aft er
engaging in the most pretentious schedule
ever attempted by a Normal team. Five
non-conference meets were held in whi ch
the team matched its strength against the
U niversity of Illinois, Butler, Loyola,
and Kalamazoo. In all of these meets
Normal's men made creditable showings,
finishing second to the University of I llino is in the Loyola I nvitational and defe ating the strong Kalamazoo team by a
score of 22 to 33. The team also sco red
a decisive victory over Butler, but lost
in the final meet to Indiana University
by a score of 35 to 20.
Gene Hill's "B" football team annexed

whatever title might be attached to the
w;nn ing of all of its fou r contests ..,.th
systematic procedure that would h~
done credit to the varsity.
te
,Once, v,ith so many intercollegiate a
·tivities in fu ll swing, there would ha c.
been too few remaining to keep thi/e
stirred up at h ome. Under the d irecti:s
of Mr. Hill, student managers markJ
off fields, dragged players from oth
pursuits, and presided over such a varie:
of activities on the campus that
00
might think the late afternoon had beee
n
entire ly turned over to recreation .
Soccer, speedball, and tou ch football
teams fought for the i;;lor ~ o f Alpha,
Gamma, or Psi (arb1tranly selected
groups) with _the same fervor that ev.
idenced enthusiasts carted out th_eir targets and proceded to send thei r shafts
with varving degrees of accuracy llntil
lingers and wrists played out or darkness
floated a gloomy blanket over the scene
until another day.
The winter season keeps on a pace
Other forms of activity open fresh line;
of ente rprise for ambitious students to
match their skills in favori te sport. Basketball, volleyball, _ handb all, boxing,
wrestl111g, and bowling each claims its
quota and all combined represent the
activity interests of approximately 50%
of the t otal male enrollment of the university.
Thus recreation plays its role in the
social life of the institution, exte nding
to each the opportunity to mingle with
others on field and floor and to f eel the
thrill of achievement th rough participation in some form of sport that satisfies
his inherent d esire for activity.
Coach Cogdal's 1934 basketball squad
initiated the season with three straight
victories over Milwaukee Teachers, the
Co mmercials, and Oshkosh T eachers,
then lost to Washing ton University's
strong agg regation. On the northern trip
l'V[i lwaukee and Oshkosh each revenged
itsel f by winning a close decision from
Old Normal. One conference game has
been played t o date with Ill inois College at J acksonville and lost by a close
score. The bulk of the schedule is still
to be played and students and fans alike
know that when the last w histle is
blown the season will have been marked
down as another successful achievement
in Normal's athletic career.
- Contributed by C. E. Horton, D irector of Physical Education for Men.
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~ecreational
Women's Physical Education Dethe· Wornen'.s Afhleti_c
partm~n. n of Illinois State Normal UmAssoCiatiave been endeavoring for the
vers1
years to increase the variety of
past ew al activities offered in order
recreat1◊ne student women will find an
that ~o~n
1 activity. W e are now offering
interes te'am sports, individual sports,
1
seaso;~onal games, and different types of
recre_ g !here are also some very pleasdanCinc,:al gatherings on the calendar of
ant
. .
. .
Most a 11 of t I1e act_1v1the so
Assooat,on.
ties are sponsored by the Assocrnt10n.
Miss Hurne, faculty sponsor of the gioup,
and the other instructors 10 _the department, act as coaches and officials.
.
I am going to g,ve you a mental p!C·
ture of our activities for the current
ear. Dunng the fall season, from. threeihirty on in the afternoon,, you wd I sec
many students 10 bngbt oluc costumes,
scattered over the playfields on _the campus. On one field two teams will either
be learning how to ])lay the $a_m e . of
soccer, or will be actively partic1pat10g
in a to\lrnament game._ On another_ field
will be a group practmng or playmg a
game of hockey._ In either. rnse twentytwo girls at a time are gammg ac1Jv1ty
and companionship in wholesome, attractive surroundings. Others who are not
interested in this type of game may be
seen on the archery range shooting at
the targets.
When the weather conditi ons bcca,:-ic
such that it was necess:i ry to move in-

rhe t and

7

~ ctivities
doors, we changed to what are k nown as
winter s_p orts. ·At the · present time a
very interesting volleyball tournament is
just being completed. Over fi fty girls
have shown interest in this game. Between
sixty and seventy girls have been crowding into our small bowling alleys nearly
every afternoon to participate in that
sport. Basketball, which always seems to
ho ld its own in popularity, started last
week with over one hundred and thirty
girls coming out to the first practice.
Other interests of this term are tap dancing, with more than one hundred and
thirty girls; Orchesis, the natural d ancing
organization, which furnishes a very lovely opportunity for expression in rhythm
and dra:natics; and recreational games,
such as ping po ng, deck tennis, badminton, etc., al I lots of fun and requiring
no definite number of girls to play.
And so we go through the year, finishing up in the spring with baseball, tennis,
an<l r.iorc archery. This term we have
been able to add swimming to our list
of activities. From the numbers of students already enrolled we can easily say
that !',;or:::al needs her own swimming
pool.
In this brief sketch of our year I hope
you can pictu re us as trying to d o our
part in furnishing wholesome, stimulating, and happy recreation for all women
students at Illino is State Normal University.
-Contributed by Margaret Barto, Director of Physicd Education for Women.

A rchery Is Popular in Out-of-Door Seasorut. (Courtesy 1932 Index)
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The New D eal in

c5tudent ~ublications
A semi-weekly Vidette and a ''free"
Index are the major departures in the
1933-34 program of the student publications at Illinois State Notmal University
that may interest the old grad of 'way
back when as well as the student of
yesteryear, who can still remember the
campaign slogans and political promises
of last spring's election.
The "Index" is being published on
a new basis this year. It is entirely fi.
nanced by an appreciably increased apportionment from the student activity
fund, and will be distributed without
additional payment to all students who
can show the proper number of term fee
receipts. Previously, every student paid
for part of the "Index" with the payment of his activity fee and received a
copy only if he paid an additional dollar
and a half for the book. Sentiment in
condemnation of such an arrangement
bad been growing for some time, and
culminated last September in the request
of the present ed itor and business manager to the Apportionment Board for a
grant sufficient to make the "free" book
possible. Six years ago advertising,
hitherto a source of revenue, was
dropped from the "I ndex"; and now
that the subscription or purchase price
has been absorbed into the student fee,
each student buys his yearbook when he
registers for his courses.
The " Vidette," which is forty-six years
old this February, began in 1888 as a
monthly publication. The first step
toward making it a newspaper was taken
in 1908, when it became a weekly. Six
years ago a new venture was tried in the
establishment of a one-term course in
journalism. The function of the class,
as the catalog put it, was "to fill the
columns of the "Vidette." The paper
did not become a class project, however,
or lose its all-school character, and the
organizati on evolving out of the experiment bas been maintained since that
time.
Fo r the laboratory phase of the course
the class comprises a reportorial staff
which "covers" the campus, with the instructor acting in the capacity of news

editor, mak_ing assign1:1ents for news and
feature articles, reading the copy, and·
gradually turning over these responsibilities as much as possible to the students
themselves. Editorials, sports, various
"columns," and the final make-up are
largely in the hands of the editor-in-chief
and a staff of assistants who are chosen
from the student body at large.
Since 1929-30 the editor and most of
the staff members have previously taken
the course in journalism ; and, beginning
with that year, the " Vidette" has once
been awarded first prize in the teachers
college division of the Columbia University Scholastic Press Associat ion, has
each year been given first class honor
rating by the National Scholastic Press
Association of the University of Minnesota, and has "placed" in the annual
competition of the Illinois College Press
Association.
The staff feels that the plan, first tried
this year, of publishing two four-page
issues instead of one eight-page paper a
week has resul ted in a fresher newspaper
and a more adequate service to the readers of the " Vidette" than was possible
with the larger and Jess frequent publication. Another feature of the "Vidette"
this year is the addition of the "Collegiate Digest," an eight-page weekly
rotogravure section, which comes free
to papers joining the association of which
it is the organ. It contains photographic
illustrations of campus scenes and activities chosen from those submitted by
member papers from all over the country. Some pictures from Normal will be
published during the year. The evolution
of the collegiate press in America can
be traced in these forty-six years of the
" Vidette," the development of which
exemplifies the tendency of school newspapers of today away from the commemorative review of a few decades ago and
toward the adoption of such current
jou rnali stic principles and practices as
make the publication a live and constructive force in the school community.
It is the function of the " Vidette" to
se rve the institution by notifying, inform(Continued on Page Twcnty sevcn)
1
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C/Jrama at I. S. N . U.
and creditab le work in dramatic activity.
B_oth act1_ng and tedinical work is r ecognized ._ 1he Jll11101s Delta Chapter was
organized a t I. S. N. U . in 1926 under
the sponsorship of Dr. R. G. Buzzard,
who has remained one of the most loyal
supporters of the fraternity .

d ,atic department at I ll inois
The N:~~al University is represented
Statebree ext ra:curricular student organ1by. 1
the University Theatre Board,
zauons,Alpha Phi, and. Jesters, each of
Thet~ serves a d efinite pmpose in the

wh•C ization as a whole.

oragn
. Theat1e
. B_oar·d was_ orThe University
anized by Jl.·fi ss Verna Grnbbs, founer
~irector of dramatics,_ to rep~~se nt the
"dramatic department in act1o_n ._ Jt3 purpose is to organize the pol_1c1es of t he
de artment 1n regard to choice of plays,
d~ission charges, purchase of equ1p~ent, and relations to oth~r student oranizations; and to organize the work
!ithin each field of production 1_n such
a way as to give most_ help and instruction to student comm1tte.e members for
each individual play. 1 he board consists of the director of dramatics, presidents of the two other dramatic organizations, and managers of the various
divisions of production: stage, lighting,
properties_, costume, make up, scenic design, busi ness, and publicity. The outstanding achievements of th is group during the pa~t few years have been the
organization of the theat re work shop,
the purchase of improved l ighting equipment, and cooperation with the fo rensic
and apportionment boards to place dramatics on the l ist of activities supported
by the activity fee and therefore open to
all students.
The national honorary fratern ity in
dramatics is T heta Alpha Phi. It is open
only to st udents who have done extensive

Jesters is the time honored local
group for recognition o f dramatic interest and participation. It fosters social
contacts and fellowship among students
who have done work on one or more
productions. It encourages study and expenment rn special fields of dramatic
art, and has during the last two years
estab lished a custom of producing a Nat1v1ty program for the school during the
Chnstmas season. It is sponsor ed by
Miss J anet K. Smith, instructor in art
and dramatic production,

h1

t he few yearly productions of the
U n1vers1ty Theatre, a nd in High School
and Children's Theatre plays with which
the y are allied , students of the Universit y
garn expenence not onl y in the fields of
acti_n g and directing, but in research for
penod costume, (>rOperties and design; the
d esign, construction and painting of scenery; mak.ng of costumes; problems of
art:stic stage lighting; make-up; and the
management of publicity and business
organ ization. Th irty to forty students
work on each production, the number
being inc reased by double casting at least
part of the plays each year.
·

- C:rntributcd by Mabel Clare Allen,
D irector of Dramatics.

Thirty to Forty Students Work on Each Production
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u}lus1c
at State Normal University
The music education division is pleased
to report that all of our music groups
are in a rather flourishing condition.
While we sometimes find it difficult to
get the means with which to purchase
sheet music for all the organizations, we
somehow manage to spread before the
players and singers a fairly good menu.
T o be sure we warm up old favorites
quite often. Why not? The same are
of a type of music that is never so worn
that one cannot find here and there some
effects that eluded one in the earlier
experiences. Such music groweth not old.
Our Men's Glee Club, numbering
about fifty, is in good training and has
gone out into the state to give concerts
to delighted audiences. The me,n are
quite well prepared now to go for a
reasonable distance from home to sing
for their friends whenever they are invited.
The Women's Glee Club has a membership of sixty. This group, too, has
enjoyed outside engagements that r~sulted in pleasure to their listeners and
in a rich experience for themselves. They,
however, have not gone so far from home
as the men. That, we presume, is as it
should be.
Our Band is of good proportionsmusically and numerically - enrolling
about fifty players. The members are
equipped with "natty" uniforms and when
on the field are headed by a Drum Major.
The activities of ou r Band are not, however, limited to out-of-door work, but an
occasional program is played in the concert room.
Very good material was found among
the students last fall and an orchestra
of no mean caliber was organized with
a membership of twenty-five. This organization is particularly strong in its
string section. This being the case, a
String Ensemble of eight playe rs was
called together. This group, also, has

made short excursions with altogether
satisfactory and wholesome results.
The Lowell Mason Club, composed of
twenty-five students who are majoring in
music, continues to hold semi-monthly
meetings where musical programs, talks
etc., hold their attention for an hour'.
This club, by the way, is named after
Dr. Lowell Mason who was the first
teacher of music in the public schools,
almost a century ago. He chose Boston
as his field of operation, and taught three
months without pay in order to prove the
practicability of teaching music to child ren. H e wrote, compiled, and arranged
many grand hymns which are still sung
in the churches today. Some historians
refer to Dr. Mason as the "Father of
American Church Music." So while the
Lowell Mason Club cannot win first prize
in the "Stunt Show," it yet has a good
Patron Saint.
Since we now offer a four-year music
curriculum which leads to a B. E. degree,
we have several courses for seniors which
make it incumbent upon them to sponsor
some musical programs to be given pub•
Jicly. The seniors now are sponsoring
an operetta to be given February 28.
The Girls' Glee Club has accepted their
invitation to perform the operetta, and,
dear reader, we invite you to attend.
Seriously, we should be very happy to
see you.
Now with three teachers plus our band
teacher, we have enough work to keep
us out of mischief. Rooms in which to
teach are almost at a premium. But,
when our old school's ship shall come
in, we'll surely have another music
teacher, or two, and be better equipped
to g ive o ur students a still greater variety
of music wo rk, and give them more in·
d ividual attention. Just the same, ifs a
good old school and you had a hand in
helping to make it so.
.
- Contributed by F. W. Westhoff, Directo r of Music Education.
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THE OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES OF THE
DIVISION OF SPEECH EDUCATION
.
t aching is to a high degree a
since e t the Normal U niversity has
k 1ng ar,
.
.
a
spc
. d speech 11n provement contm•
· years o f ,ts
·
emp has1ze
· during the seventy-six
uously, So large a place does speech
h 1st of)_- the life of nearly every adu lt,
have :; institution has also undertaken
that t \re all of its students to teach
to pEet'Jish in addition to the other suboral ·ngwhich they are fitting themselves
Ject\~e instruction. I t is the pu rpose o f
toh_ g tide to set forth the present needs
t IS ar
f
. .
h. I
I
of the schools O lllino1s w IC 1 re ate to
ch improvement and to tell, as full y
!;e!pace penTJits, what the Norma l University is doing dunng 1933-34 to meet
those requi rem en ts.
The needs of the public sch ools will
be presented by means of a sene_s of
references to recent, standard educational
literature. The Charters and Waples
study of the traits of a good teacher says
that he demonstrates co rrect pronunciation and distinct articulat,on, uses good
English, and speaks in a p leasant, wellmodulated voice. .Many other things are
said in the study regarding the characteristics of the speech of an able teacher.
In 1931 the city of D enver published
a monograph entitled '"Speech Correction," for use by all the elementary
teachers in the Denver schools, ;n undertaking to improve the speech habits of
the children in their classrooms.
Morrison's "The Practice of Teaching
in the Secondary School" makes clear
that every high school teacher should be
a teacher of speech. Among other things,
Morrison says: "If the teacher sets a
good model in presentation, from tirr,c
to time talks to the class before t he recitation period showing them how the
floor talks can be improved, and then
exercises patience, the pupils will tend
to improve from year to year."
The bulletin entitled "Instruction in
English," published by the Federal Bureau of Education in 1932, lists twenty
outcomes which appear when oral composition is well taught by English teachers.
The latest editi on of Percival Chubb's
book upon the teaching of English says,
m speaking of high school En_g lish, "Let
tht1<· be a speech exp ert among the English teachers:· Additwnal references could
be inserted, which tel 1 of the place of
superior speech in extra-curnc.ular act1v-

ities and in the community relationships
of the teacher.
Before turning to the activities of the
Division of Speech Education, it is well
to pause for a moment to consider the
instructio n in speech which the institutio n as a whole is giving. As should be
the case, all faculty members are expected to speak good English, thus
teaching speech by example, and to
undertake to aid students whose speech
is defective, to use better English. Every
freshman is required to take a year's work
in English. The instruction is so integrated that literature, rhetoric, and
speech are taught. Much in the way of
speech improvement is accomplished by
the critic teachers in supervising student
teach ing. The Philadelphian and Wrigi1tonian literary societies arc going on as
usual. Dozens of additional departmental
clubs are working act ively. The many
social activities directed by the Dean of
Women and by the D ean of Men, resulti ng in better social adjustment, also
result in the acqu iring of better speech
habits by those concerned.
Although the public schools have always placed stress upon speech improvement, the emphasis has stead ily increased
during the past ten years. This has resulted in the offering of addition,d
courses in speech at Normal. At present
the following cou rses a re offered :
Introduction to Speech, Public and lnforc,;d Speech, Dramatic P roduction, Advanced Public Speaking, .Advanced D ebati:1g, P,ychology of Speech, Color and
Design on the Stage, Play Writing and
Acting, Advanced Acting and Directing,
Origin and Development of the Dra:na,
Anatomy and Physiology of the Vocal
Organs, English Phonetics, Speecl1 Diso rders-Their Prevention and Correction,
Forms of Public Address, Great Speeches
of Ancient and Modern Times, Oral Interpretation of Literature, Children's
Drama, Shakespea rean Drama.
A student who takes the majority of
the courses listed above is qualified to
hold the type of position which Percival
Chubb had in n1ind when he said, "Let
there be: a sp~ech exp ert among the English teachers.'' There arc about fifty students in the institution w ho arc preparing themselves with thoroughness to
teach speech. English majors are rc(Continucd o n P:i~c Twc ntr ·:-cvcn)
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GJcEUNION
This is the Dix Reunion Schedule as
it has been modified by one university
which has used the plan since 1925. The
chart tells exactly how often and when
your class is scheduled to hold a reunion
at cornrnencement time during the next
ten years. This is your notice of such
reunions. Note the d ates and save the
schedule. But remember that you are invited to come back whenever you can,
whethe r your class is meeting or not.
You will note that each class meets
at least three times in ten years, and
that, during a cycle of twenty years, each
class will meet with all the classes that

were with. it in college. Bold type de.
notes reunions of classes that have been
out of college exactly live, twenty-live
or fifty years.
'
No reunion dates are scheduled for
classes earli_er than 187_0. We shall be
glad to assist rn planning reunions for
those and any other classes at such times
and places as they may wish, by sending
names and addresses as we have them
Some o f the older classes have circu:
lated round-robin letters for many years
and have kept us informed of their mem'.
bers. We shall be g lad to assist other
classes in starting such letters.

THE REUNION SCHEDULE
The line of rears at the top margin dcsign.ucs the years in which rclmions arc held.
of figures do\vn the left margin designates the cl.iss year, or year o f graduation.
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cq_ niversity
I. S. N . U. WELCOl',IFS NEW
PRESIDENT
Dr. R. W. Fairchild, I. S. N. U.'s
eighth p resident, was elected to that p_osit ion last 0(tober 9. He and Mrs. FaHch ild and their two sons have established
their home at 613 Normal Avenue,
Normal.
Dr. Fairchild is not a stranger to
Normal and Bloomington. His father
was at one t ime principal of the preparatory department of Illinois Wesleyan
University and Dr. Fairchild did part
of his undergrad uate work at W esleyan .
His graduate w ork was done at the University of I'.,fichigan, the University of
Chicago, and Northwestern University.
On November ltl the Facu:ty Women·s
Club made Mrs. Fairchild their h onor
guest at a dinner and she was welcomed
into membership of th is organization at
that time. On November 21 a reception
in honor o f Dr. and Mrs. F airchild was
held in Fell Hal I. Present on this occasion were most o f the members o f t he
State Normal School Board; President
and !l.frs. Morgan of the W estern Illinois State T eachers College at M acomb ;
Presiden t r.nd Mrs. R. G. Buzzard of
the E:tstern Illinois St~tc T eachers Co llege at Charleston; Mr. A. C. Norton o f
D ecatur, president of I. S. N. U . Alumni
Association, and Mrs. N o rton; n,any o ut
of town alumni and hundreds of alumni
and friends of the school from Bloomi ngton, Normal, and vicinity. D ean and
Mrs. H. H . Schroeder, Mr. W . R. Bach,
m<:mber of the State Normal School
Board. and Mrs. Bach, of Bloomington,
Dean 0 . Lillian Barton, and D ean R. !-I.
l.inkins assisted President and Mrs. Fairchilcl in receiving the guests.
True to the tradition that I. S. N . U .
and the commun:ty shall serve one another. Dr. Fai rchild has been kept busy
meeting engagemen ts to speak before the
civic o rganizations of Bloomington and
Normal. He has met his audiences graciously and has been cord ially received
by all groups. H is short welcome to
HcH11cco111ers, published in the November,
1933, Alurrn i Quarterly, g,1ve alumni
association members evidence of his
friendliness towa rd the alu1r>ni of I. S.
N. U. T o give all alumni some idea of

~

ews

the spirit of the new president we quote
from his address to the freshman class
delivered shortly after his arrival i~
Normal, as we find i t reported in the
H omecoming edition of The Vidette.
Dr. Fairchild said in part, "You and I
are in a sense fresh men together. We
are facing similar problems in that both
you and I are beginning to adapt ourselves to our new environment. * * Ob.
servation is the keynote of success. It
enables the student to uti lize the knowl.
edge which he possesses. * ''' It is h ighly
important that we as teachers l earn to
adapt ourselves readily to any situation
but in so doing it is imperative also that
we retain our 'backbone,' else we would
become characterless. * * Find some
campus activity wh ich you especially enjoy, and participate in that activity. Don't
overdo the job, but at the same time
don"t "bury' yourselves in things academic.''
Later, to the upperclass students, Dr.
Fairchild stated that bis office is always
open to them for assistance in the solution o f their probl ems. H e docs n ot agree
with many educators who say that education is a preparation for life. He
bel ieves that students must l ive while
they arc students if they would find for
themselves a rich, full l ife when they
leave schoo l. His statement concerning
this topic was, '"Education is l ife itself,
and o ur schools arc one of the channels
by which we obtain an eclucation.'' He
continued, "'School superintendents are
no longer looking for men and women
who arc 'just teachers.' They want
teachers who are broadminded, who have
a saving sense of humor, and who have
the ability to 'get into the swing of
things· in their school work." President
I'ai rchild also urged all students to keep
themselves familiar with current hap•
pcnings and to develop interests o utside
o f their special fields of work.

AD MINIST RATION OFFICF.S MOVED
Even 1933 graduates will find changes
when t hey return to I. S. N. U . All ad·
min istration offices have been moved.
The president's office has been moved
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h southeast corner of Old
back to t e Schroeder, the regis_trar, the
?,{aill;
aod two secretanes now
record c
which have been made by
occu_py O a~:itions in the southwest corplacm8 P f Old Main, the room which
ner room O ears housed the art departfor mand y hich later became the workmeot ao :me domestic art classes. A
shop fo\~en installed in the registrar's
safe has d the permanent records of the
office an e now safe from destruction of
schok~I dasr· theft careless use, or fire.
a:11 Ill ·
'

Dfk
ffi ;

REORGANIZING COURSES
Wednesday evenings have been set
aside by the members of th~ facul ty who
are serving on the committee to reorganize the courses rn education and pSf·
chology. Dr. Harvey . A. Peterson 1s
hairman of this committee. It 1s hoped
~hat the reorganization J>lan. will be
completed by March first, rn ttme to be
1·ncluded in the catalog for next year.
Some of the questions being discussed
are· What should be the aims of various
cou~ses? What relation do the college
courses bear to observation and practice
teaching? What should be the prepara:ion of teachers of special methods courses?
Each discussion period brings up new
problems for solution, but this is the way
I. S. N. U. is revamping the curriculum
in order to meet the present needs in
education.
COOPERATING SCHOOLS
The hig h school at Towanda, eight
miles north east of Normal, has been
added to the McLean County schools
which through cooperation with I. S. N. U.
receive addi tional courses of study. The
regular faculty at Towanda High School
consists of four teachers, two of whom hold
degrees from I. S. N. U. - C. K. Watkins,
superintendent and principal, and Lela
Winegarner, teacher of English and history. All the four members of the faculty
hold master's degrees.
In addition to courses taught by the
regular faculty T owanda High School has
bee_n able to add the following courses,
which are taught by I. S. N. U. students:
commer~e cour_se_s, agric°:lture, sociology,
occupa_t,onal c1v1cs, music, and physical
education. This additional service from
student teachers enables the Towanda
school system to meet more adequately
the varied interests of the students and
furnishes another type of school to I. S.
N. U. student teachers.

Besides the grades and University High
School in the Thomas Metcalf Building
on the campus, the university is now supervising the grade school teaching at the
Illinois Soldiers and Sailors Children's
School, several rural schools in McLean
County, and these special courses in
Towanda High School.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS MEET
December 9, 1933, two hundred or
more county and city superintendents and
principals met at Normal by invitation of
President Fairchild to discuss with members of the I. S. N. U. faculty the special
needs of their communities. In the invitation Dr. Fairchild said, "My previous
experience as superintendent of schools
in Illinois has impressed upon me the
need for a closer working relationship
between the public schools and the
teacher-training institution than has generally been in evidence. Toward that end,
we are asking for your active interest and
cooperation in order that we may
educate a type of teacher that will best
meet your needs."
Some of the questions considered were:
How well does N ormal University serve
the school territory of Central Illinois ?
What changes in the teacher-training procedure of this particular institution would
produce a teacher product better adapted
to your own school or schools? What
suggestions would you as an administrator
like to make for the improvement of
teacher education?
The meeting opened with a general
session at which the aims and purposes
of the meeting were stated and some
general topics were opened fo r discussion.
Later the visitors divided into groups
according to the type of school they
represented and, led by different members
of the faculty, more specialized questions
were discussed.
This meeting was of particular value
to the faculty committee, mentioned elsewhere in this Q uarterly, which is working
on the reorganization of certain courses.
The membership of this faculty co1nmittee is as fo l lows: Dr. H. A. Peterson,
chairman, P rof. E. A. Turne r, Prof. T . J.
Lancaster, Prof. C. E. Decker, Dr. Rose
Parker, Miss Ruth Stroud, Miss Irma F.
Imboden, and Miss Margaret Coope r,
with Dean Schroeder and President Fairchild ·as ex-officio members.
The Bloomington D aily Pantagraph reported that this was the first meeting of
its kind ever held. Be that as it may,
such meetings are quite in line with the
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present trend of educational and other
institutions to revalue their services to
those who look to them for leadership.

ANOTHER MEETING AT NORMAL
Another meeting, similar to that called
by President Fairchild, but this time confined to the county superintendents,
was called by State Superintendent of
Public Instruction F rancis G. Blair on
January 22. This was also an all day
meeting and included 1uncheon and dinner at Fell Hall as well as visits to the
training school and other schools affiliated with I. S. N. U.
At the d inner Dr. Fairchild presided
and the program consisted of addresses
under the general topic, "The Relation
of the Tea<:hers College to County Superintendents and Rural Schools." Dean
Schroeder spoke on "The Nature and
Purpose of the Summer School"; Prof.
Hacker spoke on "Some of the Newer
Ideas in Rural Education"; and Mr. Carrington, director of the training school,
spoke on "Training Teachers to Meet
Present Day Requirements."
CWA PROJECTS AT I. S. N. U.
I. S. N. U . has taken advantage of the
labor available under the CW A, and in
consequence the inside of the Library
looks like a different place with freshly
painted walls, refinished woodwork, new
stair treads, and a fine new linoleum
cemented fast to a felt lining on the
floor. A new gateway to the University
Farm is being constructed from rocks
gathered on the farm and in the adjacent
countryside; the athletic field is being
graded to bring the entire south end of
the campus up to the level of the football field; the parking space at the northwest corner of the campus has been enlarged and remarked to make room for
many more cars than could formerly be
accommodated; Room E on the first Boor
of the Thomas Metcalf Building has
been divided by a partition and a new
doorway has been cut into the ha ll to
provide an extra class room; the Book
Store has been thoroughly renovated with
the aid of the workmen and much paint.
Probably the most important change
is that made in the old Study Hall.
where the north end has been converted
into much-needed class rooms. Passagewavs have been left at the east and west
ends to permit entrance to Rooms 22 and
29, which have always been entered
through the Study Hall. The south end
of the hall has been left as a social
science reading room.
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Leaks in the roof have been sto ·
and this has made it possible to repJ~ft~
the third floor rooms which had suffer:J
from the leaks. As soon as the plast !
ing is comple.t ed these rooms will er1
ccive coats of paint, thus restoring th r~
respectability.
e1r
YULETIDE SERVICES
At 3 :00 P. M., Sunday, December 17 ,
the annual Yule program sponsored by'
the .Varsity Club, was held in Capen
Aud,tonum. Rev. Wilbur C. Parry as-·
sociate pastor of the Christian Chur~h of
Berkeley, Ca lifornia, and husband of
Hester Ross Parry, former I. S. N. U,
student, delivered the sermon. Music was
furnished by the Women's and Men·s
Glee Clubs of I. S. N . U. and the Apoll&
Club Quartet of Illinois Wesleyan'
Twenty-three Christmas trees, hung with·
tinsel, and banks of evergreen branchei
gave the stage a Christmas setting, while
lighted tapers in the windows along the'
sides of the auditorium brought the
seasonal decorations down into the audi~
encc.
Monday, D ecember 18, at 4 :00 and
8: 15 P. M. the Jesters, under the direc-'
tion of Miss J anet K. Smith of the fine
arts department, presented ten ·scenes
from the nativity mystery play known a,;
the York Cycle, adapteg from the me-.
diaeval play by John Baird of North;
western University faculty, who has kept
the early Christian spirit but has changed
the language to make it more easily
understood by modern audiences. Music
accompanied these scenes.

PHILADELPHIA W INS AGAIN
Philadelphia won the annual PhilWright contest which was held in Capen
Auditorium February 16. It was an un•
usually interesting contest, the result being uncertain until the last number was
judged. Philadelphia won the debate. ·
STUDENT LOUNGE
There has long been a universally recognized need on the campus of I. S. N. U.
fo r some place where both men and wo•
men students co uld meet and use as a
socia l center. The university library
~ecmed to be the most common place of
meeting, but it was evident that a social
center for student conferences and the
commonly recognized purposes of a librnry were not synonymous in either
theory or practice. With only a small
restroom for women students provided
and with space in all buildings at a pre-
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for class pu;poses the outlook. for
1111um
ded quarters was not bnght.
111uch :~ght and agitation had been di0
some \
a number of students toward
rected rbilities for some such organizathe possi "student union." G lenn Taylor,
(ion as nt of the Student Council, at1
P:15 t~e national convention of the
tend . t'on of Student Unions at Colum.t,ssocgh\1 prior to the Christmas vacabus, 1, ;tudent u nion of any great
uon. t'ons
either on or off the campus,
1
propodr imp~ssible at the present time due
seeme
. . .
Jinancial l1m1tat10ns..
.
to /,ttention was then give~ to the POJSI·
bilitf of a room or rooms m some build. on the campus to be used as a stu:i'fcit lounge. After some search and
shifting of some _school _enterpnses the
hool administration designated a suite
sf four rooms in the southeast corner of
~e ground floor of Old M ain. These
ooms a number of years ago served as
~iving quarters for the janitor and in recent years have been the w?rkshop for
classes in stagecraft for making scenery.
New quarters especially constructed adjacent to the new heati~g plant made possible the moving of this wo rk and made
available the four rooms.
These rooms provide almost 1400
square feet of space with two doors opening from the corridor into a rather large
room off from which are two smaller
rooms connected with the larger room
and with each other by arched doorways.
Off from one of these rooms is another
room that is Jilted with sink, cupboards,
and worktable which, with an e lectric
stove to be installed soon, will provide
excellent kitchenette and dinette facilities. T he floor covering in this roo m is
an attractively patterned battl eship linoleum. Beautifully decorated walls and
artistic lighting fixtures in this as in the
other rooms, afford a most attractive suite
of rooms for a student lounge. H ardwoo~ flo ors,. w~lls and ceilings in tan
and ivory, with ivory woodwo rk provide
a setting :-vhich beautiful new rugs and
well appointed furniture render most inviting to the students of I. S. N. U.
Amazement has been very generally expressed .that such beautiful qua\·ters could
be provided from the rooms available. At
very small expense for materials and with
CWA labor doing the work the project
~as teen found possible and less than six
f ee s has sufficed for the complete tran s6orma_tion of unattractive rooms into a
eautiful ~tudent lounge.
T~e. maior task financially has been the
provision of fu rniture and furnishings for
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these new quarters. The members of the
faculty initiated a movement, sponsored
by the Student Council, for the raising of
funds by donating almost $200 to the
worthy enterprise. Up to March 20th a
benefit dance, two movie benefits, a tag
day, donations from the Faculty Women's
Club and several student organizations
have raised the total fund to almost .$500
which is considered very remarkable.
H owever, almost twice that amount of
money is needed to furni sh all four
rooms adequately.
A number of alumni and townspeople
of Bloomington and Normal have indicated a desi re to contribute to the worthy
cause. Any further contributions from
alumni and friends of the school will be
most gratefully received by the Student
Council, mailed to Glenn Taylor, president, or to Miss Anna Blake, secretarytreasurer of the Alumni Association.
H ere is an opportunity for a small investment to yield big dividends in student enjoyment. It is emphasized that
alumni are very welcome to the new
lounge and it is hoped that many will
avail themselves of the opportunity by
responding to this welcome.
COMMENCEMENT WEEK PROGRAM
Friday Afternoon, June 1-Women's
Sports
Friday Evening, June 1- Senior-So phomore Play
Saturday Evening, June 2 - SeniorSophomore Play
Sunday Afterno on, J une 3- Baccalaureate
Sunday Evening, June 3-Choral Club
Sacred Concert
Monday, June 4-Senior Picnic
Monday Evening, June 4- P resident' s
Reception to Sophomores
Tuesday Evening, June 5- SeniorJunio r Prom
.
Tuesday Evening, June 5-University
High School Commencement
Wednesday Afternoon, June 6- Thomas Metcalf School Commencement
Wednesday Evening, June 6-PicnicDance for School Representatives
''Wednesday Evening, June 6-President's Reception to Seniors and Alumni
''' Thursday Morning, June 7-Alumni
Association Meeting and Reunions
*Thursday Noon, June 7- Alumni
Luncheon
Thursd ay Afternoon, June 7- University Commencement
''Please note that special nlumni events
and commencement are on the same day.
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GJ{omecoming
H omecoming at " Old Normal" has had
a healthy, consistent growth, rather than
the mushroom type that springs up
quickly and as quickly dies. In the fall
of 1921, the first Homecoming of L S. N.
U. alumni was celebrated. I n the space
of a dozen years alumni, students, towns•
people, anJ faculty have noticed t hat each
succeeding year brings a larger crowd
back to the campus and makes for a
greater Homecoming celebration. The
fine spirit of cooperation on the part of
students, faculty, and townspeople has
made possible the addition of features
more and more attractive to our H ome.
comers. Ninet een thirty-three, according
to opinion expressed by older faculty
members and townspeople was the best,
and a ttracted the largest crowd ever to
witness such an event in Normal.
H omecoming Play
The Homecoming play has proven so
popular, that now it is necessary to stage
three shows in order that all wh o so
desire may see the play. Reservations
begin to pour into the manager's office
more than a month before the showing.
Judging from comments of returning
alumni th is feature alone is well worth
the time and money spent.
Homecoming Dances
The dance is one of the outstanding
feat ures of the H omecom ing program.
The 1933 event practically filled a ll of
McCormick gymnasium
bo th nights.
Friday night the huge crowd was enter•
tained by J an Garber and his orchestra.
M. C. A.'s short, dark haired, genial
maestro demonstrated why he h as since
been named, "The Idol of the Airways."
One glance at the vast crowd was enough
to convince o ne tha t all h is cares were
forgotten for the evening as he danced
to Garber's music and l istened to Lee
Bennett's singing.
Bernie Cummins and his New Yorkers
convinced Saturday night's crowd that
there was just cause fo r his selection
from M. C. A,'s large group of super
artists. The crowd convinced him that he
had shown good judgment in electing to
play for Old Normal's H omecoming
rat her than accept an engagement to play
for the big Saturday night dance at Notre
D ame. Cummins gave our H omecoming

a real tribute when he informed us that;
though h aving .played for nearly five
hundred Un,vers,ty dances, he considered
the decorations the finest he had ever
seen, for they well perfor med t hat · most
difficult of tasks in transforming a gym·nasium into a beautiful ballroom,
·
I. S. N. U. Band
The L S. N. U . band bas become an
important part of .Homecoming .. The need
for such an organ1zat1on was quite evident
so Miss Anne tta Cooper, the first Home.
coming chairman was quite influential'
in the o rganization o f the band a few
years ago. In tl1e last five years our band
has grown from a small organization to
one of 70 enrolled musicians. A fifty
piece m arching band, resplendent in
bright uniforms, was used for o ur last,
H o mecoming event. The band in itself is
quite an organ iza tion and has proven
extremely popu lar wherever it has shown
and best of all it is quite ready to aid
wo rthy organizations in putting on any
attraction.
Marching Band Contest
Nineteen thirty-three saw an added feature in our Homecom ing. This was the
marching band contest for high school
bands. Four hundred high school band
members were here to participate in the
contest and provided one of the most
colorful attractions in Normal's history.
First place was won by Pekin High school
with its 98-piece band drilling with
military precision and executing some
very clever formations . Pontiac High
school, with a format ion emphasizing her
emblem o f Indian Chief, was well received . Non,rnl Community H igh school,
attired in beautiful new uniforms, was
a decided attraction to the vast crowd.
This band contest proved so popular
that even a larger contest is being planned
for the 1934 evcCit.
H obo Farad~
The hnbo parndc has shown a steady
growth both in number o f events entered
and in the size of the crowd entertained.
This event, of course, must depend on
the sp irit of the organizations on the
campus, and the grow th of the parade
is a real index of this spirit. T his year's
parade was witnessed by approximafely
4,000 people. The town of Normal co·
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d whole heartedly in making this
operat e
such a feature.
House Decorations
The color and holiday spirit _so nee' ar for a successful Homernmrng was
~upplied this year by business house
11
d home..decorations. When we say that
an i·mes as many homes were decorated
five 1
.
•
as in previous year_s 11 g1~es one som~:
thing of a perspective of Old Normal
• holiday attire. Ftrst pnze was won
: 3
North St. with a huge clock and
/ motto, "Keep time with Old Normal."
Plans are being formulated to make an
even greater showing in 1934.

~!
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Footb~ll Game
The big football game is ever con•
sidered the main attraction when any
H omecoming is mentioned. In this feature
we were not disappointed for tbe
Homecorners witnessed one of the fin est
games of the season. The game in itself
was full of the usual thrills. To see l\\'O
well matched, well coached, teams play
sixty minutes of spectacular footba! 1
always _threatening to break away for a
long run and score was indeed a treat to
the largest crowd ever to witness such an
event in Bloomington-Normal.
More
than 4,000 was the estimate made of the
crowd and· after such a line game this
year no doubt a new record will be made
in attendance next year.
Cross Country
It has been customa ry in past years for
a cross country meet to be staged between
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the halves of the football game and this
year proved no exception. Western State
T eachers of Kalamazoo, Mich., was chosen
as an outstanding attraction. The Normal
Redbirds ably demonstrated why they have
won the conference championship for
three consecutive years. As expected,
Lyle Hutton, one of the nation's out•
standing t rack men, led the p ack and so
won individual h onors for "Old Normal"·
for the third consecutive year. In order
that alumni might see a nother of I. S.
N. U.'s most illustrious sons, a feature
sprint race was arranged showing Jimmy
J ohnson and Walter Murray. This was
well enjoyed and appreciated bi• old grads
who had read of J immy's prowess but
had never been fortunate enough to see
him in action.
Welcome Back to I. S. N. U. for the
1934 Homecomi ng
Nineteen th irty.four plans call for an
even g reate r o rganization than in the past
w i th an added feature of a big receptio n
in Fell Hall immediately after the football
game. The dates have been announced for
Oct. 25th, 26t h, and 27th. The football
game will be with Macomb. Two of
Ame rica's outstanding radio orchestras
will no doubt play for the dances. Students, faculty, and townspeople are planning on bigger and better features and all
,:dd their appeal to Old Norma!'s urge for
yo u t o attend the 1934 Homecoming.
- Contributed by C. M. Hamme rlund,
Ch:iirman of the Homecoming Committee.

"The I. S. N, U. Band H~s Beco me an lm:>0rtant Part of Hornccom.ing." (Co urtesy 1933 Ind ex)
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Faculty Notes
Prof. E. A. Turner, for many years
director of the training school and now
professor of supervision, is seriously
ill, following a heart attack. He was at
Brokaw H ospital for about two weeks,
but was taken to his home J anuary 13,
where he was ordered to observe complete rest and quiet, receiving no guests
and following a strict routine laid down
for him by his physician. We are happy
to say that he is able to meet part of his
classes now.

Margaret Westhoff, I. S. N. U. '17,
member of University H igh School faculty, was recently confined to her home
with scarlet fever.
Miss Nell B. W aldron, A.B., A.M.,
Ph.D., has been added to the social science department faculty. Miss Waldron
received both her bachelor's and graduate
degrees at Northwestern University. Her
teaching experience covers many fields:
elementary, high school, normal school
in the Philippine Islands, and social
science teacher as well as dean of women
in several colleges. Large enrollment in
the social science classes made the services of a new teacher necessa ry.
Dr. Fred S. Sorrenson, head of the
division of speech, was elected president
of the state association of teachers of
speech at a meeting held at the University of Illinois, December 8 and 9. Dorothy Graff, I. S. N. U. '24 and '27, is
vice-president of this organization.

M iss 0. Lillian Barton, dean of women, recently enjoyed a visit from her
brother, Rev. C. M. Barton of Evanston,
Jllinois, who is assistant treasurer of the
national organization of the Methodist
Episcopal Church.

Prof. Ralph W . Pringle, principal of

University High School for the past 20
years, has written a series of books 0
adolescent psychology. He had the de~
served honor of having his books named
in the November issue of the London
England, "Town and Country Review·:
as characteristic of the attempts being
made by American educators to solve
American educational problems. This
London periodical gives a brief biog.
raphy of Mr. Pringle and favorably reviews his books: "Adolescence and High
School Problems"; "Methods with Ado.
lescents"; and "Psychology of High
School Discipline."
"Trends in Industrial Arts Education"
an article by Prof. A. C. Newell, he;d
of the indust rial arts department, appeared in the October issue of the "Oregon Educational Journal."
Articles by faculty members in recent
numbers of "The Illinois Teacher," official publication of the Illinois State
Teachers Association, include: "Character
Education" by President Fairchild; ."Basic Facto rs for Evaluating a PupilActivity Program" by Prof. E. A. Turner;
and "The Certification of Teachers" by
Prof. L. W. Hacker. ·
An article by Prof. John A. Kinneman
of the sociology department appeared in
the September, 1933, number of "Schoof
and Society." The title of the article is
··social Changes and the Curriculum."
Prof. Kinneman emphasizes the precept
of the modern educator that teachers
teach the child and not the subject and
that children must in some way or other
be prepared d uring their school years.
to meet "the constant and speedy nature
of change."
The following news of form er me,nbers
of the women's physical education departmcmt will be of interest to many
:1l urnni:
Dr. Leonora Anderson is now practicing medicine in New York City.__ After
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Normal she completed the mediJeavi 0 g
at the University of Minnesota.
I course
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ca . ternship was taken in a New Yor
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Her n ital and she remained the~e to
Cit)' 1,osp
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education
the wo m
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at the University of Minnesota.
.
Miss Ruth Glasow is on the w_omen s
staff at the University
. ·cal education
pI1ys1
.
of Wisconsin.
Miss Mabel L. Cummings is head of the
h ,sical education department at _the New
College_ for Women rn New
Brunswick. Miss Cummings keeps her
me in Wellesley, Massachusetts, and
110
ent the last Christmas vacation . there.
5
/or a number of years she was dHector
of the hygiene department at Wellesley
College.
Alumni friends of Mrs .. Lydia Clark
Benedict, director of physical education
for women at I. S. N . U. from 1914 . to
1919 will learn with sorrow that she d ied
Febr~ary 26, 1933. (This news was given
to members of the I. S. N. U. Alumni
Association through the M~y, 1933,
Alumni Quarterly.) She was d i only a
few days with pneumonia.
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SPEECH ACTIVITIES
(Continued from Page Seventeen)

quested to minor in s.-,eech and are J>er
mitted to take speech as a second ma1or.
Students in all curricula may minor •
speech and many of them do so.
The Division of Speech Education i :
busy this year, as usual, carrying o 1
extra-curricular activities. The institutio11
was represented by a woman orator and
by a man orator in the State Oratorical
Contest which was held at the Bradley
Polytechnic Institute in Peorfa on February 8 and 9. During the au tumn quarter
the Normal University held debates with
the University of Illinois and with Cambr,dge University, England. The debating squads contain eleven young women
and seventeen young men. The women's
squad is to debate Augustana, G reenville,
No rth Central, Northern State Teachers,
Rosary, and W heaton colleges. The
men's squad is to meet Bradley Polytechnic Institute, DeKalb, Greenville, Lake
Forest, Macomb, and Monmouth. The
second annual ore-season tournament was
held at Normal on Thursday, Friday, and
~aturday, January 25-27. Eleven colleges
rn Illinois and surrounding states sent
.reprcscntat:ves. The teachers colleges

sending teams were ·those located at
Platteville, River Falls, Stevens Point, and
.Whitewater, Wisconsin; Cedar Falls,
1owa; Murray, Kentucky; and DeKalb,
Illinois. Colleges of 1iberal arts sending
representatives were Manchester College,
Indiana, and Olivet, Augustana, and
Wheaton, Illinois. Fifty-eight teams took
part in the tournament and each team
participated in from five to eight debates.
In all, 173 debates were held.
, A men's team will participate in a
radio debate w ith Purdue University over
WLS on March 17.
The Edwards Contest in orato ry and
platform reading took place March 6.
The Normal University w ill send both
men and women to compete in extempore speaking, oratory, and debate in the
National Speech Tournament to be held
at Lexington, Kentucky, during the first
week in April.
A young man and a young woman w ill
represent Normal in a national poetry
reading contest to be held in Evanston
next J une.
By the means set forth above, we have
seen that the Di vision of Speech Ed ucation undertakes to perform a fourfold
function : To help all students who par•
ticipate in its activities to speak better
Eng lish; to aid all studen ts whom it influences to be able to do more, when they
become teachc:·s, to improve the speech
habits of their pupils; to prepare high
s~hool teachers of English to take hold
more efficient! y in teaching oral English;
and to train specialists who are properly
pr~J•~red to tead. speech in elementary
and in seron-lary schools.
Fred S. Sorrenson,
D 1rector of Speech Education.

T H E NEW D EAL IN STUDENT

PUBLICATIONS
(Continued from P.ige Fourt.rcn)

ing, and commenting about its news;
reflecting student life and opinion; and
promoting the best interests and highest
purposes of the Illinois State Normal
University. And, although there is nothing so dead as yesterday's newspaper,
copies of the "Vidette," as they are filed
away in the library, become a permanent
record of the events, developments, and
achievements on the campus of the oldest
state teachers college in the M iddle
West.
-Contributed by Esther Vinson, Faculty Sponsor of the "Vidette."
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MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES
Col. Robert McCart, 1865
Col. Robert McCart of Ft. Worth,
Texas, graduate in 1865 with the first
class of the old I. S. N. U. H igh School,
died November 15, 1933. He was born
in Flemingsburg, Kentucky, January 22,
1844. His mother was a cousin of the
famous Confederate General Robert
E. Lee.
Mr. McCart came to Bloomington when
a boy. After completing t he high school
course at I. S. N . U . he attended and
graduated from the law school of the
University of Michigan and then returned
to Bloomington to become a member of
the bar.
In 1877 he went to Ft. Worth, where
he became prominent as an attorney. He
is survived by his widow, two sons and a
daughter.
Andrew T. Lewis, 187 1
Andrew T. Lewis, member of the law
firm of Lewis, Lewis, and Finnigan of
Portland, Oregon, died last November.
Mr. Lewis graduated from I. S. N. U . rn
1871 and from the law school of the University of Michigan in 1875 . . He practiced in Urbana, Illinois, and also served
as municipal judge there. He was
appointed by President Arthur as clerk
of the first Federal Court in Alaska and
served there from 1884 to 1887.
He was married in Sitka, Alaska, in
1885. From Sitka he went to Santa
Monica California, for a short time, and
then to 'Portland, where he lived for many
years and was known through his civic
as well as his professional interests. H e
is survived by his widow and three
children, two sons and one daughter.

Orris J. Milliken, 1884
Orris J. Milliken of the class of 1884.
died Sunday, December 17, at the age of
72, in Chicago where he has been a prominent educator for more than forty years.
He had been failing in health for more
than a year.

Mr. Milliken, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Milliken, was born and reared in
Boone County, northern Illinois. H e entered I. S. N. U . in the early 80's and took
an active part in the student organiza.
tions of that period. His happy, genial
disposition and his keen sense of humor
won for him in his school life and in
all his life a host of friends. In the same
year in which he g raduated he married
Miss Carrie A. Dillon of the class of
1884, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah
Dillon, pioneer residents of Normal. His
wife died in 1892 and later he married
Miss H attie Fagersten, a teacher in the
Chicago schools. One daughter, Ora J.
of the class of 1906, now Mrs. Oscar T.
Bloom of Chicago, was born to the first
union. Mrs. Bloom lived in the Dillon
home in Normal after her mother's death
and until her marriage. T wo children
were born to the second union. They are
Victor of Chicago, and I rene, wife of
Dr. Livingston J ocelyn of Chicago. There
are four grandchildren: Marguerite of the
class of 1932, Paul and Roy Ted Bloom,
and H elen Louise J ocelyn.
After leaving Normal Mr. J:v[illiktn
taught in Cook County for a short 11me
and then in Chicago where be served
as principal for a number of years.
In 1914 be became superintendent of the
John Worthy School for Boys which ~;as
a part of and adiacent to the Old Bn.,,..
well jail. Under his leadership the school
became the Chicago and Cook County
School for Boys. When the name of the
school was changed the location was
changed to Riverside, different policies
were inaugurated, and an extensive _building program was completed. Mr. M1l11ken
remained there until 1923 when he beca me
supe rintendent of the Chicago Parental
Scho n! where he was given the task of
renovating the syste m which h~d b~en
used and which had brought nat10n-w,de
crit1c1sm. He was superintendent of the
Pa rental School until he retired in ihe
summer of 1931.
In educational circles Mr. Milliken w~s
known as a pioneer in advanced and hu-
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thods of dealing with criminal
uent boys. His system abolished
rnand
and e qs and all forms of punishment,
pns0 ~ /1; withdrawal of privileges.
subst
n~ividual handling and teaching
I
Care uh place of military routine. His
took t :as been outstanding as ·a chamcaree~f boys and girls whose delinquencies
pion ly meant a reform school sentence
form;~ 0 now are given a chan~e in ~he
but
stem which he founded, rn whICh
~:; :iuelties of .the old . st~le reform
h I were abolished. H is ideas have
sc 00 widely praised. He has been given
beennal recognition for his work. Reform
natio
· an d
school leaders from near and far, i~
t of our own country, came to Chicago
ou ·nterview him. He has made a noteto 1
.b .
d
.
worthy contn ut10n to e ucation. . .
Memorial services for Mr. Milliken
•ere held at Graham Taylor Hall, Uni:ersity of Chicago, Wedi:i-esday afternoon,
December 20. Dr_. Hamson Dob~s, P!O·
fessor of social soences at the University,
and Dr. W. K. Pond, an Episcopal minister, both of whom knew _Mr. Milliken's
work intimately, spoke fittingly and feelingly of his life and work. Many coworkers, former pupils, and other friends
gathered to pay tribute to him who
through his personality, life, and work
had won their love and esteem.
(Editor's note: The _above tribut~ to_ Mr.
Milliken was contnbuted by his sisterin-law, Miss Jessie Dillon, I. S. N . U.
training school critic teacher.)

f~b

t1

Herbert ]. Barton, Early Teacher
Prof. Herbert J. Barton, for many years
a member of the faculty of the University
of Illinois Latin department, died September 26, 1933. He retired from active
teaching in 1926, but retained his position
as secretary of the university senate until
his death.
Prof. Barton graduated from Dartmouth
College in 1876 and received the master's
degree from the same institution in 1893.
He t~ught in Waukegan and Chicago,
Illrno,s, for a few years and in 1883
came to I. S. N . U. as principal of the
H,gh School, which position he filled
until 1891. He went from Normal to the
state university.
Pro_f. Barton w as 79 years of age at
the time of his death.
Those alumni
of I. S. N. U. who knew him will recall
the k!ndly, dignified gentleman to whom
the high school students of his day were
so devoted. His love of the classics his
ability to portray that beauty to' his
students, had a large influence in the lives

of many who were privileged to have
him . as a teacher. He never lost his
interest in Normal. He did not return
often, but he always greeted with pleasure
those whom he met elsewhere who could
give him news of I. S. N. U. and his old
friends of Normal and Bloomington.
Kate Mavity Martin, Early Teacher
Kate Mavity Martin, teacher at I. S.
N. U. from 1894 to 1896, died Friday,
January 26, 1934, as a result of injuries
received in an automobile accident shortly
before the holidays. The family home
is in Greensboro, North Carolina, where
Mr. William W. Martin, graduate of
I. S. N. U. with the class of 1898, is
professor of psychology in the North
Carolina College for Women.
Mrs. Martin was a lecturer of note and
it was while on a lecture tour that this
fatal accident occurred.
This news will come as a great shock
to many I. S. N. U. alumni since the
Mavity family were connected so closely
with Normal and its activities for so
many years. Surviving Mrs. Martin, besides her husband, are a son, who is in
Chicago, and a daughter at home; Mrs.
Elizabeth Mavity Cunningham of San
Diego, California; Miss Josephine Mavity
and Miss Mary Mavity who live together
at Glencoe, Illinois; and Mrs. Louise
Mavity Goudy of Iron Mountain,
Michigan.

J. M . Kepner, Former Student
J. M. Kepner, student at I. S. N. U.
many years ago died January 1, 1934,
at his home in San Francisco, California.
Mr. Kepner was born in Pennsylvania
in 1864, but came to Mclean County,
Illino is, when a child. He went to .Ataska at the time of the gold rush and settled in the far west when he returned
to the States. He and his family had
travelled extensively in the Orient, in
Europe, and in America.
At the time of his death Mr. Kepner
was vice-president of the firm of Madison
and Burke real estate and loan brokers,
in San Francisco. His widow, an adopted
son, and a sister, Mrs. S. F. Faulk of
Normal, survive.
Paul Reidel, Former Student
Paul Reidel, of D ecatur, Illinois, recent
I. S. N. U. student, a major in physical
education and member of last year's
tumbling and tennis teams, died at his
home in Decatur, October 30, 1933. H e
had been ill since last summer of leakage
of the heart.
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Bruno Nehrling, Former Gardener
Bruno Nehrling, known to many I. S.
N. U. students during the time he had
charge of the grounds, the gardens, and
the greenhouse, died in his home in
South Bend, Indiana, August 7, 1933.
Mr. Nehrling came to Normal from
Washington University, St. Louis, where
he had been in charge of much of the
landscaping of the campus. When he
left Normal he became superintendent
and secretary of the Highland Cemetery
Association in South Bend in which
position he had served for the nineteen
years prior to his death. He is survived
by his widow, two daughters, and two
sons.

Mrs. Jennie Allen
The many friends of Mrs. Jennie Allen
will be pained to learn that she passed
away at her home, 208 Normal Avenue,
Normal, on Sunday, February 4, 1934.

Jennie Amanda Dixon was born ·
1
New York City, December 26, 1859.
came to Bloomington about 1857 and h/
lived in this vicinity continuously sines
that time.
c
She married Mr. Hiram Allen of Nor
mal in 1877. Mr. Allen passed awa .
November 23, 1911.
·
Y
She, with Mr. Allen, many years a 0
founded the Allen Club and hence ca!c
into contact with many students of for
mer days who will feel sad to hear of
her gomg.
She was always ready to help those in
difficulty and many students when ·in
~eed ha:,e felt her generous interest
10 material ways.
Those . who knew her best konw how
full her life was of unselfish service for
others. They will recall her lovable na.
ture and her cheery word and manner
All with _whom she came. in contact felt
the krndlrness and fnendlrness which ra.
diated from her personality.
She leaves one son, Mr. Jay Allen,
and a host of fri ends to mourn her loss,

si/

DEGREE GRADUATES
1913

An abstract of a report entitled
"Syndactylism with Variations"
by Winfield Scott, '11 and '13, appeared
in The Journal of Heredity for June,
1933. Mr. Scott is in the department of
agriculture of Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls.

1916

Eunice Blackburn, '08 and '16,
visited her family in Normal the
latter part of January. Miss Blackburn
has taught in a Presbyterian mission
School in Yucatan since 1920. In an
interview with a reporter from The Daily
Pantagraph of Bloomington she told of
the extensive excavations being made at
Uxmal and Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico, where ruins of a once great civilization are being uncovered. The school
where Miss Blackburn teaches is situated
a short distance from these ruins, which
world travelers declare to be among the
most interesting and magnificent they
have seen.

1922

Hacker, '16 and '22,
Director of the Division of Rural
Education and Associate Professor of Education at I. S. N. U., is a candidate for
Congressman, subject to the Republican
Primaries, April 10, 1934.

1923

L. W.

M. R. Stephen, superintendent of
the Stockton, Illinois, schools was
recently elected president of the North-

western Division of the Illinois State
Teachers Associatio n.
Ida Vern Hieronymus, '16 and '23
received her master's degree from th~
University of Illinois last summer.

1926

Lillian Bahr, '24 and '26, of Eau
Claire, Wisconsin, attended the
University of Minnesota last summer
session.

1927 Norma A. Albright, ' 19 and'27,
home economics teacher at Ohio
State University High School, is author
of an article, "Home Economics in an
Integrated School Program," which ap•
peared in the December, 1933, issue of
the American Home Economics Journal.
1929

Grace Young of Bloomington is
teacher of art in the high school
at Springfield, Illinois. Miss Young formerly taught at Bisbee, Arizona.
Z. Harold Dorland, '26 and '29, com•
pleted work for a master's degree at
the University of Iowa la-st summer. Dur•
ing the summer he and Mrs. Dorland,
and their small daughter, Donna Jean,
motored to Lake Wales, Florida, for a
visit with Mr. Dorlan'd's sister, Mrs. W.
J. Weaver. Mr. Dorland is superintendent
of schools at Payson, Illinois.
Marion Dean teaches history and Eng•
lish in the high school at Mt. Morris,
Illinois.
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rd L. White, '27 and '29, of the
J-Jowa
f oundation of New York
J-J_eck~ch:\nember of the recently formed
City is I board appointed to study the
na 0
of a leisure time program under
pro N;A. The plan so far sugges~ed_ is
th ' a national bureau or. comm1ss!on
f,_,,_ h _,1·u furnish mformat10n and st1m,d11ce play
· · · ;. enco1;1rage seIf-ed uactiv1t1es
u 1at n. promote the appreciation of music
caoo other
'
arts ; an d stress th e vaIue of
and
handcrafts. This bureau ~ould cooperate
in every possible way w_1~h the welfare
organizations m communities thro_ughout
1e country, thus helping to ennch the
li:·es of alI American citizens. Mr. :1"hite
says this is the log1cal second step 11;1 th_e
!\RA, which with other measures msti-

bJ°a

tuted to fight the depression is bringing
about more leisure time for the employed,
who can be helped to use this extra leisure for their own benefit and enjoyment.

1931 Edwin S. Schaefer recently wrote
an article for The Daily Pantagraph on the subject, "A New State
Constitution?" Mr. Schaefer stressed the
following points in favor of a constitutional convention for Illinois: solution
of the tax muddle; reapportionment of
the state; and manner of holding elections. He suggested new methods whereby political influence would be reduced
and proportional representation would be
given to all groups. Mr. Schaefer holds
a master's degree from the University of
Illinois.

DIPLOMA GRADUATES
1883

Mrs. Carrie Smith Turner of Mt.
Sterling, !Ilinois, was the only
member of her class present at the 1933
Homecoming. M rs. Turner's daughter,
Mary, now M rs. Hersman of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, gr~duated from I. S.
N . U. in 1913, Just th1rty years after her
mother.

1884

Dr. Nathan A. Harvey, for manv
years professor of pedagogy at
the Michigan State Normal College,
Ypsilanti, has retired from active teaching. He is not in the best of health. Mrs.
Harvey, fo rmerly Carrie Gifford, is also
a member of the class of 1884.

1891

Clyde L._ Burtis, graduate of I. S.
N . U . high school department in
1891, operates the Hamilton Park Warehouse at 7030-32 Parnell Ave., Chicago.
As chairman of the vocational guidance
committee of the Englewood Kiwanis
Club he keeps in close touch with the
act_ivities of the high schools in his
neighborhood, often assisting them to
place_graduates in business positions. He
says in a recent letter to a-1 umni officers
"I never reaily got the smeII of th;
school room out of my system." He reports that he sees John Whitten, '99,
frequentl y, a11d Robert A. Cowles, high
school '98, occasionally. Friends of the
Burtis family, several of whom are I. S.
N. U. graduates, wilI regret to learn that
their father, Edwin Lewis Burtis of Hudson, Illinois, d ied January 19, 1934.
Gale
(Mrs. Henry
Agnes Cook
Gordon Gale) lives at 5646 K imbark
Ave., Chicago. She is active in literary
and art circles in Chicago. Her drawings
a_nd sculpture have been chosen several
h mes by the judges for entries in the

Chicago Artists' Exhibit, held annuaily
at the Art Institute of Chicago. Dr.
Henry Gordon Gale is h ead of the physical science division of the University of
Chicago. Mrs. John W. Cook, widow
of former President Cook, makes her
home with D r. and Mrs. Gale. Beatrice
Gale Valentine, only child of Dr. and
Mrs. Gale, also lives in Chicago . She is
the mother of two charming children,
a son about 4 years old, and a daughter
15 months old. M rs. Cook and Mrs.
Gale enjoy frequent visits from these
children.
Charles W. Ashbroo k, 519 South
3rd Avenue, Maywood, Illino is, returned
to Normal for H omecoming last October.
In an interview with a reporter from The
Vidette Mr. Ashbrook recalled some of
the teachers at Normal during his student
days: President Cook, President Felmley,
then p rofessor of mathematics, and Prof.
Manchester, who later became D ean of
the University, but at that time was
manager of the baseball team in his
spare time. Those were the days when
athletics for women were just beginning
to develop and when the men's physical
education faculty was so inadequate that
teachers in other departments were called
upon to take a share of the responsibility
for the college teams. Mr. Ashbrook is
now retired from business. He spends
much time reading, thinking, or "just puttering around," as he puts it. His advice
to the present d ay st udent is "to get the
most out of college life and to stick to
the job" when he gets one.

1892

Francis G. Blair, State Superintendent of Public I nstruction in
I llinois since 1906, is a candidate for
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•re-election, subject to the' Republican
. Primaries, April 10, 1934.
Last September Dr. Walter Dill
Scott, I. S. N . U. High School, 1892,
president of Northwestern University, was
awarded the Cross of the Legion of
Honor by Ambassador ·Andre de Laboulaye in the name of the French Government. The honor was in recognition of
Dr. Scott's work as chairman of the
committee ort classification of personnel
in the U.S. Army during the World War,
and also for his achievements in the field
of education.

1895

John Loring Cook, High School
Department, 1895, is head of the
Loring School of Music in Chicago. Mr.
Cook studied voice in Chicago, New York
City, and Lo ndon and for many years
has followed his profession in Chicago.
H e specializes in training musicians for
public performance, having associated
with him competent teachers of instrumental music.
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G. F. Baltz_ is vice-president
f
O
the Fust National Bank of Millstad
Illinois. This bank has weathered al] tht,
storms of the past few years. Mr. an e
Mrs. Baltz are the parents of six chil<lre d
several o,f wh_on:i ar.e I. S. N . U . gr'aduate~'.
Haro ld, 23, 1s 1un1or member of the Ia...;
firm of Farn:ier,_ Kling~!, and Baltz of
·Bellevdle, Illino1s, and 1s also the proud
father of ,a da:1ght~r, born July 7, 1933;
Merton, 28, ,s with his tather in the
bank; D orothy recently graduated frorn
U. High and is teaching a rural school
near home. The other three children are·
Mildred, who has a position with th~
Illinois Highway Department at East St
Louis; and twin boys, Wilson and
W oodrow, who are in high school.
G ertrude Larison underwent a serious
operation for gallstones last September.
She is fully recovered and has returned
to her teaching in Irving School in
Bloomington.
Elizabeth Sprecher teaches in Lanark,
Illinois.

1902

ATTENTION, CLASS OF 1899!
The commencement season of 1934 is
our thirty-fiflh anniversary. Can you realize it?
While we are not scheduled for a class
reunion according to the Dix plan to be
adopted this year, we are ho ping that
we as a class may get together for another of our happy times.
Each of you w hose present address I
can secure will receive a card g iving you
furth e r details.
Please notify me if you plan to come,
and send a letter which can be read to
the class, if you cannot come. Do come.
- 0 . Lillian Barton, o ne-time president
of the class of '99.

1900

Genevieve Clark D akin (Mrs.
Walter), 2519 Kendall Avenue,
Madison, Wisconsin, is slowly recovering
fr om a serious accident which occurred
last November 10, when she slipped on
a thin coating of ice on her back porch
and fell four feet to the ground bel ow,
fra cturing both bones just above o ne of
her ankles. She was still in the hospital
the middle of January. Mrs. Dakin has
two children, a s< n and a daughter. The
son, Philip, is at p,esent a member of
the cast of "Elizabeth Sleeps Out," a
comedy by Leslie H o ward, which opened
at the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago
the middle of January.

M argaret Schilling is in her
thirty-second year as teacher in
the schools of Freeport, Illinois.
Blanche Reitzell Dillon, '02, of Los
Angeles, California, was the gutst
of her sister, Mrs. Fred Gund, in Freeport, Illino is, last fall. Mrs. Dillon
especially enjoyed the autumn foliage of
northern lllinois. She is spending the
winter in New England and the Freeport
paper says that she is looking forward
to a winter of snow and ice. Mr. Dillon
was a Normal boy who carried his boyhood interest in baseball into the professional field of the "g reat American
sport." For many years he was manager
o f the Los Angeles team, a member of
the Pacific Co ast League. He died a few
years ago. M r. and Mrs. Dillon had no
children of their own but they raised
from early childhood a son of Mr.
Dill on·s deceased sister.

1906

Paul M. Smith, '06, is taking a
leave of absence from his " 'nrk
as salesman for H en ry H olt and Company, publishers, in an effort to regain
his health. H e is spending the winter in
the h ome of his sister in Minneapo lis. His
friends are g lad to know that he is im•
proving. Mrs. Srr:ith and their son, P~til,
are still in Bloom ington. Paul is a stu•
dent at Weslevan. Their older son; Henry
H olmes Smitl1, entered I. S. N. U. in 1918,
and m,1iored in art. He has studied at
the Art Institute of Chicago and at Ohio
State University, and received the bachelo r's degree from the latter last summer.
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.
lumbus Ohio, doing adverJ-ie is 10 ~o raphy, ~pecializing_ in phot<?tis1ng pho g d show-card designs. His
mountage d~rticles have been appearing
designs an al magazines. While a stuin educatio N. u. he won the Merwin
dent at I. ·d in the annual amateur
medal . awar held by the Bloomington
compet1t10~ .
Art Association.
.
.
Lucy Youngman 1s art supervisor
1907 of the school at Santa Paula,
.
·
Last summer she and her
California:si· ted relatives and friends in
parents v1
Bloomington.
Alma Kruse Rucker, caterer and
1911 home econon:iics ex!)ert, was one
f the judges in the mternat10nal canning
~on test at A Century of O ·: »:n,s~. Mrs.
Rucker lives in Freeport, Uhno1s. She
is in great demand os a caterer at social
functions and as a lecturer and demonstrator of foods. . We a~nounced last
A gust that she 1s president of the
H~usehold Scie,nce Department of the
Illinois Farmers Institute. Her husband,
A Judson Rucker, died September 4,
1931. She has one daughter, Doris Jean.

5

1912

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moore of
Cleveland, Ohio, both of the class
of 1912, visited Mr. Moore's parents in
Normal in the late summer. Mrs. Moore
was formerly Elsie M. Brusch. Her sister,
Alma Brusch, graduated in 1917. Mr.
Moore directs vocational training in more
than a score of Cleveland high schools.
He taught a vocational course at the
Oregon Agricultural College in Corvallis last summer.

1913

Clara H ind~rks teaches in Freeport, Illrno1s.
We have news that Luella Mae Maroe
is married and living in Monticello, Illinois, but we do not know her married
name. She taught in the high school at
Dixon, Illinois, for a number of years.
Miss Blake would appreciate her name
and address.

1914 R.

G. Buzzard, recently elected
president of the Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College at Charleston, and
Mrs. Buzzard spent a few days of the
recent holiday season with Prof. and Mrs.
C. E. Horton c,f Normal. •

1918

Erma Imboden, '18, 7th Grade
critic of the Thomes Metcalf
Training School, is on leave of absence
for the remainder of the school year.
She is continuing her study toward a
master's degree at Columbia University.
Her address will be Seth Low Hall. Her

place is being filled by Miss Lauretta J.
Robinson of Pueblo, Colorado.
" The marriage of Bernice Moulic, ' 18,
·to Edgar Nash Johnson, Jr., of Chicago
took place recently. Mrs. Johnson taught
clothing in the Bloomington High School.
She received -the B. S·. degree from Wesleyan.

1920

Flore1J.ce McKinley is teachiog in
Bakersfield, California.
Bernadine Custer Sharp (Mrs. Arthur),
formerly of Normal, now of- New York
City, held an exhibition of · her oils and
water colors in the Contemporary Arts
Gallery, New York City, from January
9 to J anuary 27, this year. A New
York Times critic, writing of the ex:
hibition, said in part: "The artist's chief
asset at present seems to be clarity of
approach, a sense of pattern and a feeling for pleasant color harmonies. As subject matter she likes to employ leaves,
flowers, still-life arrangements, glimpses
of open landscapes. Miss Custer's work
is essentially lyric in quality. Vigor,
sweep and an infusion of somthing more
pulsingly alive are hinted rather than
achieved. But these should come." Mr.
Sharp is also an artist. Both have studied
in Europe.

1923

Elmer A. Grodeon is an assistant
in the office of the superintendent of schools in St. Clair County, Illinois.

1924

Maud J . Selby teaches social science in the Eugene Field School
of Glendale, California. Her address is
816 N. Central Ave. She says that Glendale is the "nicest place on the map."
Dorothy Ruth D ooley, '24, of Leroy,
Illinois, was married September 2, 1933,
to Glen Watt Rithmiller of Toluca, Illinois. Mrs. Rithmiller received her bachelor's degree from the University of Illinois and has since held teaching positions in Oak Park and Bradley, Illinois.
The new home is on a farm near Toluca.

1926

Teaching positions of three members of the class of 1926 are:
Marguerite Flora at Forreston, Illinois;
D oris Whitehouse at Oswego, Illinois;
and Agnes Tappe at Freeport.

1927

Alma Haws, '27, and C. F. Walters, both of M onmouth, Illinois,
were married, D ecember 27, 1933. The
bride was director of physical education
in the schools of Eureka, Illinois, for
several years. Mr. Walters is in the grocery business in Monmouth.
Mary Elizabeth Keys of Normal, I. S.
N . U., '27, was married J anuary 19, 1934,
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to Elmer Lane of Bloomington. The new
home is at 310 Mason St., Bloomington.

1928

The engagement of Esther Guthoff, '28, of Hudson, Illinois, to
Dr. C. W. Metzel of Peoria has been
announced. Miss Guthoff teaches at Elmwood, Illinois.
Pearl Miller, Anna Sweeney, and Isabel Wachlin all teach in the Freeport
schools.
Married: J osephine Mooney, '28, and
J ohn G. Wilson. Date: December 27,
1933. Mrs. Wilson has taught in Gibson
City, Illinois, her h ome community, for
the past five years. Mr. W ii son is a graduate of the University of Illinois and is
instructor in science and agriculture in
the community high school of Melvin,
Illinois.

1929

Genevra Morrison, whose home is
near Elizabeth, Illinois, spent
some time in a D ubuque, Iowa, hospital
following an operation performed in the
late summer. She was able to return
home before school opened and we hope
she was able to resume her work in Gillette, Wyoming, where she has t aught for
several years.
Katherine Lambert is another I. S. N.
U. graduate who is part of the school
system at Freeport, Illinois.
Mildred Elizabeth Jones and Paul
Schertz of El Paso, Illinois, were married
August 9, 1933.
Mr. Schertz received
a diploma from I. S. N. U. in 1929. Mrs.
Schertz is also a former I. S. N. U. student.
They reside near El Paso.
Adabelle Richey, '29, of Normal
became the bride of Merion F. D remann
of Princeton, Illinois, August 27, 1933.
Mrs. Dremann was art supervisor in the
Princeton schools for four years. M r.
Dremann is a farmer. They reside in .
Princeton.

1930

Married: D orothy Alice Tipler
and George William Graack, the
latter a member of the class of 1930. We
do not have the date. Mr. Graack is
principal of the grade school in ElPaso,
Illinois.

1931

Grace Tina Scharfenberg, '31, of
Bloomington, and Eugene Claude
Bowman of Harlinger, T exas, were married August 12, 1933. Mr. Bowman is
associated with his father in the citrus
fruit business.
1932 Helen Frandsen, .·32, of Aurora,
I llinois, and Charles V. Hall of
Normal were married D ecember 2, 1933.
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Mr. Hall is a graduate of the Univerft
of Illinois. Their address is 305 Greg~/
Avenue, Normal.
Y
):' reeport claims many I. S. N . U. grad
uates as teachers.
Maurica Baldersto ·
teaches there. too.
n
1933 Harry B. Ferrill is_ a teacher of art
at Roxana, Illrno1s.
I

I. S. N. U. COLONIES AND FAMILIES
Dupo Community High School
Of the 1 7 teachers in the high school
at D upo, Illinois, 7 are from I. S. N. u .
R. K. Purl, · 17, principal ; Esther Dyroti'
·2 1, history and librarian; Lottie E. Gascho'
'21, commercial subjects: Frank H. Kipper'
B. E. '29, English and science; Iren~
Liebig, B. E. ' 29, home economics; Willis
T. Maas, B. E. '29, chemistry and mathe.
matics; and Paul L. Smoot, '26, manual
training.

B. H. S. Commerce Department
Ethel M. Oldaker, B. E. '19, Portia
Alexander, B. E. '20, and Mildred
Lierman, B. E. '28, are all members of
the commercial department facul ty at
Bloomipgton High School.
I. S. N. U. FAMILY
I. H. Yoder of Lilly, Illinois, class of

1885, thinks his family qualifies under
the above title and we agree with hini.
H e and two of his children are graduates
of I. S. N. U., while two other children
have been students at the university.
Mary Ann Yoder, now Mrs. Matthew
Parrock of Phoenix, Arizona, received her
diploma in 1913; Lee Yoder, head of the
geography department at Drake Univer•
sity, D es Moines, Iowa, completed the
two-year course in 1910 and received
his degree in 1915.
Mr. I. H . Yoder, the father, says he attended I. S. N. U. in the days "when
the students all knew each other and all
the graduates had to speak on commencement day programs." At the 1933 Homecoming Mr. Yoder went up to the old
Assembly Room, now the Study Hall, in
Old Main and found the seat which was
assigned to him when he entered as a
student 63 years ago last Ma rch. "Think
of the memories that came to me as I reviewed my life and the changes that hav~
been wrought in the school si nee the~,'
he says in a letter which enclosed a notice
of the death of one of his former school
friends, Andrew T. Lewis of the class of
1871, whose memorial appears elsewhere
in this issue of the Quarterly.
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ONIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL ,
J ohn B. Felmley, grad_uate of
1914 University High School in 1914,
. candidate for Congress fro~ the 1_7th
,s a ressional District in Illrno1s, subJ_ect
Con~ Democratic Pnmanes this coming
to t
Mr. Felmley is the only son of
Apn ]ate David Felmley, president of
th \ ·N. u. He is a member of the
Lajing contract firm . of . the J . L.
Simmons Company ~nd 1s in charge of
the Bloomington office. Because of his
business he has been able to render
. lu·ible service as chairman of the
~:clean County work relief ~ommittee
nd the CW A, both no n-partisan com~iittees. Mr. Felmley resigned his chairmanship when he announced his candidacy
for Congress.
1923 Alice McCormick, U. High 1923,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. F. C.
McCorm ick, granddaughter of the late
Prof. Henry McCormick, was married
November 29, 1933, to William G. Wood.
i\frs. Wood is a graduate of the University
of Illinois and taught several years in
the high school at Farmer City, Illinois.
Mr. Wood is a graduate of Illinois
Wesleyan University. The new home is
in Deland, Illinois, where Mr. Wood is
a member of the high school faculty.
1926 Ida Ochs of Normal, U. H igh
1926, and David Hirsch of
Louisvi lle, Kentucky, were maq;ied Dec.
17, 1933. After a wedding trip to the
Bermuda Islands they went to Chicago
where they will spend the w inter at the
Whitehall H otel.

-t

FORMER STUDENTS-NOT
GRADUATES
Marriages
Gwendolyn Brown, former student
Kempton, Illinois, to Lyle Switzer of
Gilman. Date: November 29, 1933.
Mary Gardner, former student, and
Edward Bedell Morris, both of Bloomington, J anuary 6, 1934. Address: 1003
E. Jefferson St., Bloomington.
Cherylle Stamp of Freeport, former
student, and Floyd Hopkins of Waukegan.
This wedding was of recent date.
Ellen Broughton, former student, of
Kankakee, Illinois, to R. Douglas Marshall of Boston, Mass., J anuary 13, 1934.

Our Loyal Contributor
Jacob Rush, our faithful news gatherer, S!)ent. New Year"s Day in Freeport
with l11s sister, whose two children are
teachers, the son being principal of the
!ugh school at J anesville, Wisconsin, and
the daughter a member of the high school
faculty at Muskegon, Michigan.

A Recent Student
Recent graduates probably knew Henry
H olmes • Smith. Up-to-the-minute news
of him will be found under the class of
1906, included in a news item about his
father.

"The years slip by;
But in the kindly heart
Of friends, of comrades,
Change can have no part."

